
 

Characters 

 

M3. F6. Either 24. Opportunity for more palace guard with non-speaking parts. Opportunity for any 

number of citizens; there are a few ‘voice in crowd’ lines to share out though they’re listed as 1 and 2 in 

the character list, the dialogue can be shared out among more extras if needed. There are some very small 

parts. Many parts easily doubled. Many parts are required to sing; or possibly mime to a recording. Some 

parts variously require slapstick, mime and dance. 

 

Princess Goldilocks (F)  - The Heroine 

Boy Wednesday (M/F)   - Personal bodyguard to Goldilocks 

King Bob (M)    - Goldilocks’ father 

Queen Pat (F)    - Goldilocks’ mother 

Prince Rodney the Ridiculous (M/F) - A suitor for Goldilocks hand 

Princess Norma (M/F)   - King Bob’s wicked older sister  

Prince Will (M/F)   - Norma’s wily husband  

Princess Clothilde (F)   - Norma’s daughter & cousin to Goldilocks 

Prince Claude (M/F)   - Norma’s son & cousin to Goldilocks  

Bear/Prince Freddie (M/F)  - Son & heir to King Albert 

Bear/Prince Theodore (M/F)  - 2
nd

 Son to King Albert 

Bear/Princess Pipkin (F)  - 2
nd

 daughter of King Bob   

Bear/Princess Florella (F)  - 3
rd

 daughter of King Bob 

Sergeant Major Brown (M/F)   - Palace Guard 

Sergeant Green (M/F)   - Palace Guard 

Corporal Pink  (M/F)   - Palace Guard 

Guard Smith (M/F)   - Palace Guard (has extra lines, songs & scenes) 

Guard Evans (M/F)   - Palace Guard 

Guard Jones (M/F)   - Palace Guard 

Guard Miller (M/F)    - Palace Guard 

Guard Gordon (M/F)    - Palace Guard 

Guard Bennet (M/F)      - Palace Guard 

Egon Croissant (M/F)   - Palace chef  

Lacey (M/F)    - Footman or Footwoman to Norma 

Craddock (M/F)   - Valet to Prince Rodney 

Bear/Old Scarface (M)   - Woodsman changed into bear 

Mrs Scarface (F)   - Old Scarface’s wife 

King Harold (M)   - Changed into parrot 

Prince Leonard (M/F)   - Who was changed into monkey 

Hotel Manager (M/F)   - Speaks with a Spanish accent 

Messenger (M/F)   - A Messenger 

Voice in Crowd 1 (M/F)  - Extra 

Voice in Crowd 2 (M/F)  - Extra 

 

  



 

Act 1  

Scene 1 – A room at the Royal Palace 

 

   (Boy Wednesday enters front of tabs) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Hello boys and girls, mums and dads, grandpas and grandmas, and people here 

on their own because they love pantos, and pretending they’ve got a child in tow. 

My name is Boy Wednesday and I’m bodyguard to the beautiful Princess 

Goldilocks. They wanted a Man Friday really, but they struggled so close to the 

weekend! It’s the Princess’s 17
th
 birthday in a couple of weeks, and her parents, 

King Bob (bobs) and Queen Pat (does a sort of Tyrolean pat-a-cake), have told 

her she can have anything within reason – ‘Reason’ is a cheapo shop on the High 

Street! Only joking; being a Princess, she can have pretty well anything she 

wants; anything except one, ah actually, it might be anything except two, or it 

might be anything except three. I’m head over heels in love with her, which is 

very uncomfortable, but she never notices me. I’m just a backdrop to her life, 

wallpaper; never mind, just being near her I’m on a roll! Anyway, I’ve left them 

to it, arguing. 

 

(Tabs open)  

 

Goldilocks:   Oh, you never let me have anything I want! All I want is a tent. 

 

Queen Pat:  Oh Goldilocks, it’s where you want to put the tent that’s the problem. You know 

how dangerous the Terrible Forest of Doom is. Why, oh why, do you want to 

camp on the edge of it? 

 

Goldilocks:  (Enthusiastically) Because mummy, it’s a beautiful forest. The bits you can see 

from outside are full of wildlife, deer and squirrels and birds and (interrupted) 

 

King Bob:   Bears! 

 

(Boy Wednesday enters) 

 

Goldilocks:  (Half turns to him) I’ll have my bodyguard Boy Wednesday with me daddy, 

and he’s not afraid of bears. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Looks doubtful) Bears? Aren’t I? 

 

Goldilocks:   Oh no, not one little bit! 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Are you sure? 

 

Goldilocks:   (Positively) Absolutely. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Absolutely absolutely? 

 

Goldilocks:   Oh absolutely, absolutely, absolutely. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Somewhat reassured) Well that’s alright then. 

 

Goldilocks:   And the palace guards will be there.  

 

(Guards enter at the march led by Sergeant Major Brown) 



 

 

Goldilocks:   And they’re not afraid of bears. 

 

(Guards turn on heels and make a rush for the exit) 

 

Major Brown:   (Roars) Halt! 

 

(Guards skid to a halt) 

 

Major Brown:  (Authoritatively) About turn! Quick march! What’s this unseemly behaviour in 

aid of? 

 

(Guards march in again) 
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Sergeant Green:  (In reply) Bears!  

 

Guards:   (Guards all shout and fall out of line) Bears! 

 

Major Brown:   Don’t be ridiculous. There’s no bears in here. Get back in line!  

 

Guard Evans:   But!  

 

Major Brown:   (Roars) Line! 

 

Guards:   (Mishear and shout) Lion! (They run off stage in panic) 

 

Corporal Pink:  Get back in here this minute. In line! 

 

(Guards enter and line up) 

 

Major Brown:   At ease 

 

Sergeant Green:  I do apologise for their behaviour King Bob (everyone bobs) and Queen Pat 

(everyone plays pat-a-cake). But ever since that day they were escorting 

Princess Pipkin and Princess Florella, through the forest after their Girl Guide 

meeting, and they vanished, they’ve been bags of nerves. It’s called Post 

Dramatic Stress Disorder.  

 

Queen Pat:  (To guards; sighs) Oh dear, we quite understand how distressing that must be.  

 

King Bob:  (To guards) You may go now. Come back later and we’ll discuss security.  

 

(Guards march off looking around nervously) 

 

Queen Pat:  (To Goldilocks) You see Goldilocks, how could we possibly let you go near the 

Terrible Forest of Doom after what happened to your poor sisters? (weeps)  

 

Goldilocks:  Oh mummy, don’t cry please. You know how mischievous Princess Pipkin and 

Princess Florella are. They’re probably just hiding. 
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Queen Pat:   For a whole year? It’s almost a year to the very day they disappeared.  

 

Goldilocks:  (Positively) They’re very resourceful. Princess Pipkin has her brownie camping 

badge, and Princess Florella has her cookery badge. 

 

King Bob:   What was that horrible thing that she made?  

 

Queen Pat:  It was a treacle sponge with a soggy bottom. It was the only thing that remained 

of them. (Weeps again) 

 

Goldilocks:  Well I’m sure there’s lot of treacle trees in the forest for her to make some more! 

Please let me go on a camping trip for my 17
th
 birthday party; pretty please? 

 

Queen Pat:  (Shudders) Besides which darling, I detest camping. I imagine all sorts of creepy 

crawlies crawling all over me in the night. 

 

King Bob:   Oh? (Gives her a look) And the birds keep me awake till all hours  

 

Goldilocks:   Nightjars? 

 

King Bob:  Well they certainly jar with me I can tell you; and the others wake you up at the 

crack of dawn. 

 

Goldilocks:   Wood Lark? 

 

King Bob:   Well I don’t find it much of a lark; not funny at all!  

 

Queen Pat:  And you know darling, that we usually go to Spain this time of the year. We’d 

like to live there really. 

 

King Bob:  (Seriously) We’ve been King and Queen for a very long time. It’s time you took 

over the reins, Goldilocks. You need to find yourself a husband, and take your 

place in our long proud line of reigning monarchs. 

 

Queen Pat:   (Sniffs) It’s not as if we’ve got your sisters to rely on to take over.  

 

Goldilocks:   But I’m only just nearly seventeen! I’m not ready to rule.  

 

King Bob:  (Dismissive) Age has nothing to do with it. I was six months old and heir to the 

Crown when I inherited it. And I didn’t even have hair! I was called little King 

Baldy Locks. I need to retire while I’ve still got enough energy to shake a leg.  

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Respectfully) But why King Bob (he bobs) do you want to shake a leg? 

 

King Bob:  I want to dance! I want to dance without people looking at me and saying to each 

other, ‘Well, that’s not very kingly is it?’  

 

Queen Pat:  And I want to dance without people looking at me and saying to each other, 

‘Well, that’s not very queenly is it!’ 

 

Boy Wednesday:  What sort of a dance do you want to do? 

 



 

(Dance. King Bob & Queen Pat Dance to director’s choice of song; e.g. 

Jailhouse Rock, Rock Around the Clock or Blue Suede Shoes; or apt 

alternative. Princess Goldilocks and Boy Wednesday join in a little at end) 

 

King Bob:  (To Boy Wednesday; a bit embarrassed) You didn’t witness that Boy 

Wednesday! That you see, was not an elegant way for a king to behave.  

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Bravely) I think sire, that people should be themselves! 

 

Queen Pat:  Stuff and nonsense! Just imagine if the press got hold of photographs; we’d be 

exposed overnight.  

 

King Bob:   They can be very negative. 

 

Queen Pat:   Everything’s all black and white with them. 
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Boy Wednesday:  (To audience) I don’t think they can wring any more out of this joke! 

 

King Bob:   They have an under-developed sense of loyalty. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (To audience) I was wrong! 

 

King Bob:  They’d say, we were feckless, reckless, respectless to the rank; there would be a 

revolution overnight!  

 

(Says/sings to the rhythm of extract from ‘Fidelity Fiduciary Bank’ by 

Richard & Robert Sherman, from ‘Mary Poppins’. Lyrics are in the 

production notes. Whilst speaking, he and Queen Pat give a demonstration 

of behaving royally; e.g. bowing, waving, perambulating, dancing elegantly, 

etc.)  

 

(Song 1. Fidelity Fiduciary Bank) 

 

King Bob: And that’s why, Goldilocks, you need to take the reins and give your mother and 

I what freedom remains to us. Now I think that Prince Rodney the Ridiculous 

would make a splendid husband for you! 

 

Goldilocks:  But he’s ridiculous! I couldn’t possibly marry him! He hasn’t got any marbles! 

 

King Bob:  The less marbles a girl with your independent nature has in a husband, the better! 

He’s very amenable, and he has a very large kingdom. 

 

Goldilocks:  But I’m not interested in his very large kingdom, or acquiring Prince Rodney the 

Ridiculous! 

 

Queen Pat:  (Cheerfully) Well perhaps you’ll change your mind after your birthday party. 

We’ve invited him.  

 

Goldilocks:   Oh mummy, how could you!  
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King Bob:  He’s always invited you to his birthday parties. It would be impolite to leave him 

out. 

 

Goldilocks:  He always wants to play silly games like tiddlywinks, or hunt the teddy, or 

marbles, even though he hasn’t got any himself! (Afterthought) I suppose 

Auntie Norma would be no good at reigning? 

 

(King and Queen loud sharp intakes of breath)  
 

Queen Pat:  No good at all! Quite how your father’s sister has turned out the way she has is a 

mystery. She’s ruthless and ambitious and cruel; and she’s coming to your 

birthday party as well by the way.  

 

King Bob:  Her husband Uncle Will is no better. He’s just waiting for his second cousin, 

King Albert, to die so he can take over the throne of Albertania. It’s a tragedy 

that King Albert’s two sons disappeared in The Terrible Forest of Doom as well. 

Now they would have made fine rulers. Uncle Will on the other hand would 

make a hopeless ruler. Give him an inch, and he’ll take a yard!  

 

Queen Pat:  Almost two years to the day that those two dear sweet boys, Prince Freddie and 

Prince Theodore, disappeared on their way home from a Scout meeting. 

 

Queen Pat:  All that remained of them was a woggle! King Albert and Queen Lily keep it 

preserved in a glass case. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Do you keep Princess Florella’s treacle sponge preserved in a glass case Queen 

Pat? (does a small pat-a-cake) 

 

King Bob: (Ruefully) No, the dog ate it and he was sick for two days. We had to call the vet 

out. 

 

Goldilocks:  I liked Prince Freddie and Prince Theodore, especially Prince Freddie. I don’t 

like my cousins though, they’re horrid to me! 

 

Queen Pat:  Oh, Claude and Clothilde are invited to your party as well. Unfortunately, my 

darling, when you’re royal, you have to keep up appearances. That’s why we’re 

keen on retiring while we can. And why we’re off to Spain next week for a mini 

break. 

 

Goldilocks:  You’re off to Spain? So, I’m going camping with nasty Aunty Norma, wily 

Uncle Will, cunning Claude, catty Clothilde, and Prince Rodney the Ridiculous, 

while you and Daddy go off to dance the fandango? 

 

(Guards enter marching quietly behind Sergeant Major Brown) 

 

Queen Pat:  Yes darling. (Reassuringly) You will have Boy Wednesday and the Palace 

Guard, and our best pastry cook Egon Croissant with you as well. And the whole 

country will probably go as camp followers. 

 

King Bob:  (Sternly) Boy Wednesday will have strict instructions on pain of death, not to 

allow you to go inside the Terrible Forest of Doom! 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Looks alarmed and swallows) On pain of death King Bob? (bobs) 

 

King Bob:   At the very least! 

 

(Boy Wednesday looks puzzled) 



 

 

Queen Pat:  (Firmly) And the Palace Guard (looks at the guard) will also have strict 

instructions on pain of death, not to allow you to go inside the Terrible Forest of 

Doom! 

 

(Guards knees all knock) 

 

Major Brown:  On pain of death, Queen Pat?  

 

(All guards and Boy Wednesday do ‘pat-a-cake’) 

 

Queen Pat:   (Emphatically) At the very least! 

 

(Guards look puzzled) 
 

Goldilocks:  (Cheerily) I’m sure I’ll be far too busy to think about going in there if I’ve got 

Egon Croissant with me, and I’m camping, and the little birds are singing. What 

more could I possibly want? 

 

(Boy Wednesday looks crestfallen. King Bob, Queen Pat and Goldilocks exit. 

Guards exit, marching smartly behind. Tabs Close.) 
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Boy Wednesday:  (In front of curtain while scene is changed. Dismayed.) Did you hear that boys 

and girls? The King and Queen are trying to marry Princess Goldilocks off to 

Prince Rodney the Ridiculous. It’s ridiculous! She doesn’t love him! I’ll keep 

him away from her birthday party. If you see him will you tell me? He’ll be 

wearing a big crown, and if he hasn’t got any marbles, he might be looking for 

some.  

 

(Song 2. As long as he (she) needs me by Lionel Bart, from ‘Oliver’, or apt 

alternative. Boy Wednesday exits. Lights off.) 
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Scene 2 - A room in Princess Norma’s castle 

 

   (Tabs open to a very opulent room) 

 

Norma:  (Enters, addresses audience) Life has been very unkind to me! (Waits, then 

says sharply) You’re supposed to say aaaaaah! Never mind, I don’t care, you’re 

only the audience! When I was born, everyone made a fuss of me and treated me 

like a future queen. Servants scraped and bowed as they backed away from my 

high chair, while I threw rusks at them. Then, when I was five, and it was 

thought that my parents were too old to have any more children, who should 

come along but – (to audience) well don’t just sit there, who do you think came 

along? A pony? Don’t be ridiculous, I was riding one of those when I was two!; 

no, a brother! (Spits out) A burbling, burping, babbling, baby brother called 

Bob! And you know what that meant don’t you? (To audience sharply) Come 

on, don’t be slow! What do you mean, dirty nappies! Yes, dirty nappies; but it 

also meant that because he was a boy, he would one day be king, and I wouldn’t 

be queen. Unless he died of course, (evil smile, which fades) but after the toilet 

failed to flush him away properly, (makes pulling a toilet chain action) they 

watched him like a hawk; (sighs) and after daddy died, his ministers watched 

him like a hawk. My baby brother Bob had his nest feathered alright! The day he 

was crowned, when he was six months old, I swore to my childhood self, that I 

would one day, come what may, wear that crown! (Rages)  He’s a namby-pamby 

king; he wasn’t born for it! And now, barely in his prime, he wants to retire, and 

his stupid daughter, Princess Goldilocks, to take his place on the throne. I was 

born to be Queen, just look at my bearing (struts up and down). See how a 

crown suits me (puts on a crown and struts a bit.) Don’t you think? Oh, it’s no 

use asking you, you’ve got no taste! (Evil smile) Just imagine if you will, that 

should Princess Goldilocks disappear, just like her soppy sisters, and King Bob 

retire, then I will inherit the throne of Bobitania! (Rubs hands in glee) Only I 

will rename it after myself of course, Norma- ndy. (Evil laugh) And when my 

dear sweet husband, Prince Will, inherits neighbouring Albertania from his 

second cousin, who is languishing over the terrible loss of his two sons, who also 

mysteriously disappeared in the Terrible Forest of Doom, then we will be the 

most powerful and feared; I mean loved, monarchs in the land! (Evil laugh) 

 

(Footman knocks and quickly enters bearing a letter on his upturned hand) 

 

Norma:  (Wearing crown; screeches) Get out! How dare you enter without knocking! 

 

Footman:   (Nervous, knees knocking) I did knock your er royal-ness.  

 

Norma:   Not with your knees you fool! What’s that you’ve got on your hand? 

 

Footman:   (Looks nervously at hand) Those are my fingers your excellent-ness. 

 

Norma:   And what is that on your fingers, you nincompoop? 

 

Footman:   (Wiggles fingers) Those are my gloves your mightiness. 

 

Norma:   And what is that on your gloves, you, numbskull? 

 

Footman:  (Very upset) It’s chocolate your very best-ness; it won’t wash out. My mum sent 

it me for my birthday! 

 

Norma:   And what is that on your chocolate stains, you nitwit? 

 

Footman:   I think it’s an invitation your special-ness! 



 

 

Norma:  An invitation? (Goes up to him and snatches envelope). The next time I see 

you, I want to see things on a tray! Never, ever, ever, present me anything with 

your hands again! And you can bring me the chocolates your mother sent (licks 

lips).  

 

Footman:   (Wails) Oh yes, of course, your splendid-ness. (Exits rapidly) 

 

Norma:  (To audience) The trouble I have getting staff! They lead a life of luxury here! A 

short 100-hour week; a lovely attic to sleep in, with friendly spiders for 

company; one day off a year; 2 slices of stale bread, and as much water as they 

can drink a day. They only have to pay me ten pounds a week for their board, and 

still they run away! I can’t understand it can you? What! You can understand it? 

Well I’m certainly not employing you, so don’t bother sending me your CVs! 

(Looks at envelope) Mmm, an invitation, I hope it’s a party invitation, I love 

parties. (Cuts open the envelope with one of her long sharp nails. It will be 

open already, but mime cutting it open; reads) How delicious, it’s an 

invitation to Princess Goldilocks 17
th
 birthday party. I must think what very 

special present I can get for her!  

 

(Clothilde and Claude enter)  
 

Clothilde:   The servants are all hiding! 

 

Norma:   Ah, you’re playing hide and seek? 

 

Claude:   (Grumbles) No, they’re just hiding.  

 

Norma:  Never mind, listen to this. (Reads out invitation) ‘You are invited to Princess 

Goldilocks’ 17
th
 birthday party. The party will be a weekend camping party, not 

anywhere near the Terrible Forest of Doom. Queen Pat and King Bob have 

unfortunately committed to a goodwill foreign trip, and are therefore unable to 

attend, but they are sure you’ll all have a lovely time. To ensure that you have 

lots of lovely jelly and pastries, the royal chef Egon Croissant will be in 

attendance. Wellies are a good idea. For fun please bring along a party trick.’  

 

Claude:   Jelly and cakes! 

 

Clothilde:   Party tricks! I’ll make Goldilocks an apple pie bed! 

 

Claude:   I’ll tie her pigtails to the back of her chair! 

 

Clothilde:   I’ll make a pass the parcel, with ear wigs inside. 

 

Claude:   Don’t be silly, ears don’t need wigs! 

 

Clothilde:   The insects you twit! 

 

Claude:   Oh yes! And I’ll put a whoopee cushion on her seat! 

 

Clothilde:   And I’ll put itching powder in her pants!  

 

Claude:  I’ll tie her shoe laces together! What trick are you going to play mummy? 

 

Norma:   Something very special Claude. 

 

Clothilde:  (Together) What trick mummy? Tell us, or we’ll scream! 



 

Claude:   (Together) What trick mummy? Tell us, or we’ll scream! 

 

Norma:   I have a lovely trick that will get you a lot nearer the throne of Bobitania.  

 

Claude:  But Clothilde and me are already heirs. (Counts slowly on fingers) After Uncle 

Bob, and Princess Goldilocks, and her two sisters, Princess Pipkin and Princess 

Florella - if they’re ever found – 

 

Norma:   (Interrupting) They won’t be found my sweeties; trust me!  

 

Claude:  (counting fingers) and you, I’m um (looks at fingers, holds them up) 6th in 

line. And (points at Clothilde, gets muddled counting fingers, and gives up) 

you’ll never be queen. (Dismissively) You’re not important! 

 

Clothilde:   (Grabs Claude by ear) What did you say? 
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Claude:  (Howls) Ow, ow, ow. I said that – that you’re lovely and clean, and and - you’re 

important.  

 

Clothilde:   (Satisfied, lets go of Claude’s ear) That’s alright then.  

 

(Claude sniggers behind hand) 
 

Norma:  My trick has to be kept up my sleeve, (interrupted by Claude and Clothilde 

trying to see up her sleeve; she moves her arm away) or it won’t be a nice 

surprise! 

 

Claude:  (Together) Oooh, we like nice surprises! 

Clothilde:  (Together) Oooh, we like nice surprises! 

 

Norma:   So, do I my dears. So, do I! (Smiles an evil smile) 

 

(Prince Will enters)  
 

Prince Will:  What’s this about nice surprises? I like surprises! 

 

Norma:  Princess Goldilocks has invited us all to her 17
th
 birthday party. We have to bring 

wellies and a trick. What trick will you bring darling? 

 

Prince Will:   How about my card tricks?   

 

Clothilde:   Oh yes! You’re so good at cards daddy, you always win.  

 

Claude:   You win loads of money off people. 

 

Prince Will:   You’ll always win if your cards are marked, I mean lucky.  

 

Claude:   I hate losing. 

 

Prince Will:  I should think so! We’re not bringing you up to lose. I wonder who else is 

coming to the party? 

 

Norma:  (Worried) Someone who worries me. I hear they’ve invited Prince Rodney the 

Ridiculous.  
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Prince Will:  Why should ridiculous Prince Rodney worry you?; that’s ridiculous. He’s hardly 

got any marbles! 

 

Norma:   He’s very amenable, and he has an extremely large kingdom. 

 

Prince Will:   You mean? 

 

Norma:   Yes. 

 

Prince Will:   She wouldn’t! 

 

Norma:  She might be persuaded to! And you know what that would mean don’t you! 

 

Clothilde:   What would it mean? 

 

Claude:   What are you talking about? 

 

Norma:  It would mean Claude, that you would merely be 16
th
 in line to the throne of 

Bobitania, and you Clothilde merely 17th! More importantly I would merely be 

15
th
; which is far too many merelys for me! 

 

Claude:   But I was 6
th
 five minutes ago! 

 

Norma:   How time flies when you’re sliding down the lineage ladder! 

 

Prince Will:  We must keep Prince Rodney the Ridiculous away! If one of us sees him, send 

him in the opposite direction! 

 

Norma:  Yes, we must get rid of him! I’ve got my work cut out getting my trick on 

Princess Goldilocks to work. My powers are not what they once were. I think its 

pollution; it’s wearing away the mystic layer. Leave me now I need to practice. 

Ask the footman to bring me a dog. 

 

Prince Will:  I’ll ask the footman to bring you an elephant my sweet, if that’s what you need. 

 

Norma:   A dog will do for a start.  

 

(Princess Norma and Prince Will each sing various bits of ‘Bad’ by Michael 

Jackson, or similarly apt song. Adapt words to suit, e.g. we’re bad, instead of 

I’m bad etc. Claude & Clothilde street dance. 

 

(Song 3. Bad by Michael Jackson) 

 

(Princess Norma and Prince Will dance off together. Clothilde and Claude 

skip off gaily after them. Tabs closed. Lights off.) 

  



 

Scene 3 – Front of Tabs 

 

(Guards march on smartly led by Sergeant Major Brown with Sergeant 

Green and Corporal Pink bringing up rear; they are all chanting and 

changing feet as necessary.)  
 

Guards: Right, right, I may be wrong, but I’m right.  Left, left, I had a good home and I 

left. Right, right, I may be wrong, but I’m right. Left, left, I had a good home and 

I left.  

 

(They continue marching and go into singing the chorus, with adapted 

words and actions (bobbing), below and same tune of Leslie Stuart’s 

‘Soldiers of the Queen’ (King).) 

 

(Song 4. Soldiers of the Queen.) 
 

Major Brown:   (Shouting) Halt! About turn! Form an orderly line!  

 

(Guards form a higgledy-piggledy line) 

 

Major Brown:   (Shouting) I said an orderly line, not a disorderly line!  

 

(Guards shuffle to try to form an orderly line) 

 

Major Brown:   (Shouting) Attention! Eyes front! Present arms!  

 

(One or two or a few of guard will have rifles; some will be dropped; those 

without rifles will hold their ‘arms’ out. Sergeant Green & Corporal Pink 

make an inspection of lined up guard) 
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Sergeant Green:  (To Guard Smith in the line) There’s a blob of gravy on your uniform Smith! 

One week of spud bashing!  

 

Guard Smith: (with gravy stain) But that’s how I got the gravy splodge Sarge, spud bashing! 

They’re very lumpy on the plate and I was mashing ‘em a bit! 

 

Sergeant Green:  Don’t answer back! Two weeks of spud bashing! (to audience informatively) 

That’s spud peeling to you. 

 

Guard Smith:  (To guard next to him/her) Cor blimey, the audience have got to do it ‘an all! 

 

Sergeant Green:  Silence, unless you want three weeks of spud bashing! 

 

(Guard Smith to audience, exaggeratedly mouths ‘say no’ and shakes head. 

Awaits audience response) 

 

Corporal Pink:  (Looks in barrel of gun of a guard in the line) Why is there sticky toffee 

pudding in the barrel of your gun, Evans?  

 

Guard Evans: (with sticky toffee pudding) It’s delicious; I was saving it until later sir.  

 

Corporal Pink:  One week of square bashing! (To audience informatively) That’s marching 

around the parade ground, to you. 
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Guard Evans:  (Says to guard next to him/her) They’ve really got it in for the audience today! 

 

Corporal Pink:  Silence, unless you want two weeks of square bashing! 

 

(Guard Evans to audience, exaggeratedly mouths ‘say no’ and shakes head. 

Awaits audience response) 
 

Sergeant Green:  (To Guard Jones) Why are your bootlaces undone, Jones? 

 

Guard Jones:  (with bootlaces undone) Because I haven’t done them up, Sarge. 

 

Sergeant Green:   One week in the cook house! (To audience informatively) That’s washing the 

dirty pots, to you.  

 

Guard Jones:  (To next guard in line) ‘ey, I’ve thought of a good way of getting help in the 

kitchen! 

 

Sergeant Green:  Silence, unless you want two weeks in the cook house! 

 

(Guard Jones to audience, exaggeratedly mouths ‘say yes’. Nods head 

enthusiastically. Ad lib response from audience) 

 

Corporal Pink:  (To Miller) What sort of hair cut do you call this, Miller? 

 

Guard Miller:  (with long hair) It’s long, back, sides, and everywhere, Corporal Pink. 

 

Corporal Pink:  Get a hair- cut! And you can scrub the parade ground with a toothbrush! 

 

Guard Miller:   Yes, Corporal Pink. 

 

Sergeant Green:  (To Gordon. Prods his jacket pocket) What’s this bulge in your pocket, 

Gordon? 

 

Guard Gordon: (with something in pocket) It’s my hankie, Sergeant Green sir.  

 

Sergeant Green:  Don’t lie to me. It’s far too big for a handkerchief! Get it out.  

 

Guard Gordon: (Gets out a long long-long string of joined up coloured hankies) I’ve got a bit 

of a strung-out cold sir. Ahhhh tish oooooo. (Pretends to blow nose on string of 

hankies) 
 

Sergeant Green:  A week in the wash-house! 

 

Corporal Pink:  (To guard in line, sarcastically) Do you know why there’s a button missing on 

your uniform Bennet? 

 

Guard Bennet:  (Looks down) No sir, do you? 

 

Corporal Pink:  A week in the sewing room; without a thimble! 

 

Guard Bennet:  Oh, Corporal Pink; my poor fingers! 

 

Major Brown:  (Parades up and down the line) You ‘orrible lot; you’re a disgrace to the 

uniform. You’re all going to have to pull your socks up –  

 



 

(Guards all pull trousers up and look down at socks, and one or two drop 

rifles)  

 

Major Brown:  Attention! – (continues) because in a day or two’s time it’s Princess Goldilocks’ 

17
th
 birthday camping party, and it is our sworn duty to protect her from harm. 

That means keeping her away from The Terrible Forest of Doom, which, for 

some unfortunate reason seems to fascinate her. We will keep watch by day and 

by night. We don’t want the same tragedy to befall her, as befell her sisters. Now 

you, Section A (a section of the guard is split off) will keep watch all morning. 

And you Section B, (a different section of the guard is split off) will keep 

watch all afternoon. You Section C, (another section split off) will keep watch 

all evening. And you Section D (remainder) will keep watch all night. Now for 

a test of basic military procedure. What do you say if a stranger should approach? 

 

Guard Smith:  (Puts hand up quickly and exaggeratedly) Ooh, oooh, Sergeant Major Brown, 

I know, I know! 

 

Major Brown:   You don’t need to put your hand up Smith, you’re not at school. Well? 

 

Guard Smith:   (Cheerfully) I’d say ‘Hello, lovely evening for the time of year.’ 
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Major Brown:  (Roars) No, you would not! (looks the line up and down) Who knows the 

answer? Come on, inform me of this basic piece of military procedure! You! 

Evans! (Points to Evans with baton) 

 

Guard Evans:   (Nicely) I’d say, do you want a sausage? 

 

Major Brown:  No, you would not!! Why in the name of Bobitania would you offer a complete 

stranger a sausage? 

 

Guard Evans:  To be friendly sir. Princess Goldilocks will probably be having a barbie.  

 

Major Brown:  One week on sick bay duty! Has anyone any idea of what to say to a complete 

stranger who arrives, and who may be a friend or who may be a foe, come to 

steal Princess Goldilocks away? There are two clues in that sentence. You, 

Jones! (points at Jones with baton) 

 

Guard Jones:  I’d ask them if they wanted to be friends, sir (sees look on Sergeant Major’s 

face) – or not friends. 

 

Major Brown:   I’m losing the will to live! Tell them Corporal Pink! 

 

Corporal Pink:  You’d shout (shouts loudly and fiercely) ‘Friend or Foe!’ 

 

(Palace Guard all jump) 
 

Major Brown:  And what, (addressing line) you numbskulls, would you do at the same time as 

shouting ‘Friend of Foe’? You, Miller! (prods Miller with his baton) 

 

Guard Miller:   (Searching wildly for answer) You’d, er, you’d smile sir? 

 

Major Brown:  (Turns to Sergeant Green) What punishments have we got left Sergeant Green? 

 

Sergeant Green:  No pudding after dinner. 
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Major Brown:   We’d better save that for really serious offences. 100 press ups, Miller! 

 

Guard Miller:  (Gratefully) Oh thank you, thank you sir. I couldn’t stand no pudding after 

dinner! 

 

Major Brown:   (Exasperated) Oh, tell them what to do Corporal Pink, before I expire! 

 

Corporal Pink:  You’d shout (shouts fiercely and loudly and points rifle) ‘Friend or Foe!’ and 

point your rifle at ‘em! 

 

Major Brown:   And what if they shouted ‘Friend’? (Points baton at Guard Smith) 

 

Guard Smith:   You’d shout back (shouts) ‘Good-ho. Come in my friend.’ 

 

Major Brown:   And what if they were tricking you, and they were really the enemy? 

 

Guard Smith:   Well that wouldn’t be very nice would it, sir! 

 

Major Brown:  (Sarcastically) Enemies are inclined not to be very nice! Evening pass cancelled 

Smith. (To audience informatively) That means, you can’t go out tonight. 

 

Guard Evans:   Blimey, that means they’ve all got to stay in as well! 

 

Guard Jones:  That’s alright. They’re all in the kitchen washing up with me anyway. (To 

audience) Don’t worry, I’ll find you something to eat! (Positively) Army 

biscuits, and dried egg on toast. You’ll just have to pick out the cockroaches! 

 

Sergeant Green:  Silence! (Looks down line) You’re very quiet, Miller. What would you ask them 

for, to prove that they were a friend? 

 

Guard Miller:   (Knowingly) I’d ask them to lend me 50p, sir. 

 

Sergeant Green:  Don’t you think the enemy might have 50p, Miller? 

 

Guard Miller:  Well they might have sir, but if they were the enemy, they wouldn’t lend it me! 

 

Sergeant Green:  Weekend leave cancelled. (Looks at audience) I’m sure you all know what that 

means don’t you? 

 

Guard Miller:  (To audience positively) Don’t worry! I’ll get you some old army sleeping bags. 

You can teach the fleas tricks. 

 

Major Brown:  Oh, tell them what to ask for, Sergeant Green, before my hair turns white. 

 

Sergeant Green:  The password! You’d ask them for the blinkin’ password! If they knew the 

password, you’d say ‘Pass Friend’. If they didn’t know the password, you’d 

arrest them. Got it?  

 

Palace Guard:   Silent. 

 

Sergeant Green:  (Shouts) Got it? 

 

All Guards in line:  Yes, Sergeant Green.  

 

(Palace Guard all look at each other along line, mouthing ‘what’s the 

password?’, and shrugging) 



 

 

Major Brown:  Right. Go and clean your horse, boots, belt and rifle and get packed up ready for 

the camping party. (Shouts) Attention! About turn! On the right, quick march! 

(He leads march very smartly. guard singing) 
 

(Palace Guard march off smartly singing repeat of ‘The Soldiers of the 

Queen’ and bobbing; bringing up rear are Sergeant Green and Corporal 

Brown. Lights off.)   



 

Scene 4 – A room in the royal palace 

 

(Tabs open. Lights up. Goldilocks enters looking dejected) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Enters a few seconds later; looks at her) Excuse me for saying so Princess 

Goldilocks, but you look sad. 

 

Goldilocks:  Do I? That’s not very good then is it? I’m in training to be the Queen, and a 

queen should hardly ever show she’s sad.  

 

Boy Wednesday:  Shouldn’t a queen just be herself? 

 

Goldilocks:  No Boy Wednesday. A queen has to be seen to be strong. (Breaks into tears) Oh 

dear, but I’m still just a princess and I am sad.  

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Comfortingly) But you’ve got your birthday party soon, with all your friends 

and enemies coming, and you’ve always wanted to go camping. 

 

Goldilocks:  Oh Boy Wednesday, I don’t want to get married! I don’t want to marry Prince 

Rodney the Ridiculous! I’m not in love with him! If he comes to the party, he’s 

bound to propose. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Just tell him no, Princess Goldilocks. 
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Goldilocks:  If I say no, I’ll be letting daddy and mummy down. They’ve worked so hard for 

Bobitania all these years. They deserve to have a nice retirement.  

 

Boy Wednesday:  But can’t you reign on your own? You don’t have to get married do you; 

especially to someone you don’t love? 

 

Goldilocks:  (Sighs) If only it was as simple as that. The thing is that we royals always have to 

be thinking of keeping our kingdoms intact, and if possible, enlarging them. If I 

were never to marry, I wouldn’t produce any heirs, and the throne would go out 

of the family. Now that Princess Pipkin and Princess Florella have disappeared, 

everything depends on me. If I disappeared too, it would mean that horrible 

Aunty Norma, or her horrible son, or her horrible daughter, would inherit. And 

I’m sure the citizens of Bobitania wouldn’t like that. It’s such a happy, pretty 

little place isn’t it? 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Gazing at Princess Goldilocks admiringly) Small but perfectly formed. 

 

Goldilocks:   (Musing) Little hills and dales, and lots of beauty spots. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Still gazing at her) And very charming dimples. 

 

Goldilocks:   Pardon? 

 

Boy Wednesday:  I mean pimples. 

 

Goldilocks:   Pimples? 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Thinking quickly) Er, pimples of green; in the spring; in the hedgerows.  
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Goldilocks:  Oh yes, spring is a beautiful time in Bobitania. (Looks in her hat box) I wonder 

which hat I should wear to the party? (Tries them on, one after the other, 

walks around, looks out of the window, holding a small posy of flowers, 

looks charming, a little cheesy, etc.) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Admiringly to audience) Isn’t she lovely? (Sings ‘Isn’t She Lovely’ written 

by Stevie Wonder; adapted words below; or apt alternative) 

 

 (Song 5. Isn’t She Lovely.) 

 

Goldilocks:   Have you ever been in love, Boy Wednesday? 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Oh yes. 

 

Goldilocks:   What’s it like? 

 

Boy Wednesday:  What’s it like? It’s like the sun is always shining, even though it might be rainy. 

It’s like feeling on top of the world. It’s like sucking sherbet up through a straw 

in a sherbet dip! It’s wonderful! 

 

Goldilocks:   (Sighs) There was someone who I thought I might love one day. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Hopefully) – Might you not love him still? 

 

Goldilocks:   No. He’s gone. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Slicks down hair) Are you sure he’s gone? 

 

Goldilocks:   (Nods) Quite sure.  

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Still hopeful) Perhaps he’s just under your nose? 

 

Goldilocks:  No. I don’t think so. Oh, I wish my sisters were here to talk to. We often argued, 

like all sisters and brothers do I expect, but I love them, and miss them, and --- 

can you keep a secret? 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Yes, cross my heart and hope to --- er live.  

 

Goldilocks:  The reason I want to go camping near the Terrible Forest of Doom, is that I’m 

going to find them, even if, even if – (breaks off) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Even if? 

 

Goldilocks:  (Tearfully) Even if all that’s left of them is a treacle sponge with a soggy 

bottom! 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Incredulous) How many did she make? 

 

Goldilocks:  I was speaking metaphorically! – (Confidentially) Boy Wednesday, I’m sure 

that nasty Aunty Norma, I mean Princess Norma, has something to do with their 

disappearance. Do you know she sent a note of condolence, before we even knew 

they were missing. She said it was a premonition.  

 

Boy Wednesday:  But, how are you going to find them without going into The Terrible Forest of 

Doom? 

 

Goldilocks:   (Breezily) Oh we’ll have to go in! 



 

 

Boy Wednesday:  We?  

 

Goldilocks:   (Certain) Yes, we. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Warily) Is that the royal we? Or the royal we, we? 

 

Goldilocks:   It’s the royal we we. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Alarmed) And is me me involved in the royal we we?  

 

Goldilocks:   Yes yes; I mean yes.  

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Flustered) But, but, I’ve strict instructions from King Bob (bobs) and Queen 

Pat (pat-a-cake on knees, elbows etc) to keep you out; on pain of death; at least! 

 

Goldilocks:   I’ll just have to go on my own then. 
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Boy Wednesday:  You can’t do that! I can’t let you do that! I’m your personal bodyguard. It’s my 

job to keep you safe! 

 

Goldilocks:   You’ll just have to come with me then, won’t you? 

 

Boy Wednesday:  But what about the bears? What about the fierce man-eating bears that roam The 

Terrible Forest of Doom?  

 

Goldilocks:  (Flatteringly) You’re strong and brave and fearless. You’re not going to stop a 

little thing like fierce man-eating bears stop you, are you? (Sings ‘Be a Lion’ by 

Charlie Smalls, or apt alternative.)  

 

(SONG 6. Be a Lion.)  

 

(Boy Wednesday opens and closes mouth) 
 

Goldilocks:   (Smiles) I knew it wouldn’t! Now I have a mission for you. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (With trepidation) What sort of a mission? 

 

Goldilocks:   A dangerous mission. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Haven’t you any other sort of mission? 

 

Goldilocks:   (Looks around) Is anyone listening? 

 

Boy Wednesday:  The audience. 

 

Goldilocks:   That’s alright; they’re on our side. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  That’s lucky. 

 

(Goldilocks leans forward and whispers in Boy Wednesday’s ear; exits. Boy 

Wednesday looks worried; exits. Tabs close. Lights off.)  
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Scene 5 – Front of Tabs 

 

   (Lights up.) 

 

Rodney:  (Enters riding a hobby horse) Woah there Nijinsky. (Dismounts; hitches 

hobby horse to whatever is available) Wait there Nijinsky. Hello boys and 

girls. We’ve just got back from a lovely ride. Every morning I ride around my 

enormous estate, and say good morning to the flowers and the trees, and the bees, 

and citizens that I meet. I’m sure someone keeps moving the trees, because I 

always seem to get lost. (Gets invitation from pocket) I’m so excited about 

Princess Goldilocks’ 17
th
 birthday party! I love parties! There’s going to be 

games, and jelly and ice cream, and I’ve got to bring my wellies. That’s a good 

idea because I don’t know about you, but I make a proper mess eating jelly and 

ice cream. Last time I got home from a party I found loads in my wellies; (makes 

drinking movement) delicious; like a frothy fruity milkshake! The good thing 

about being grown up, and especially a grown-up prince, is that you don’t get 

told off by your mum! (Looks at invitation) I wonder what sort of games they’ll 

play? I like marbles, (looks in pockets) although I don’t seem to have many. I 

always seem to lose. I lost a beautiful sapphire bullseye to Princess Norma’s son, 

Claude, once. I didn’t think I’d lost, but he said I had. And the next day I lost a 

beautiful ruby bullseye to him too. I thought I’d won, but he said I hadn’t. I’m 

certainly not playing cards with his father Prince Will. The last time I played 

cards with him, I’m sure he had Mr Bun the Baker up his sleeve! I’ll vote for 

tiddlywinks! The trouble is I can never remember when to tiddle and when to 

wink. Ooooh, I do hope they play Hunt the Teddy. The tricky thing is 

remembering where you’ve hidden the teddy. My very large castle in my very 

large kingdom, is full of lost teddies. (Looks at invitation) It says to bring a 

trick. (Scratches head) I don’t know any tricks. I’ll ask Trousers, my valet. 

That’s not his real name, but I keep forgetting what his real name is; he usually 

knows what I mean. He knows everything! I need to sort out what to wear for the 

party as well. I’ll just give him a call  – er, (calls) Shirt. That’s funny, he usually 

comes right away. Um, (calls) Waistcoat. Oh, that can’t be it either, ah, (calls) 

Socks. No, that’s not it, um (calls) Hat. Oh dear, (calls in desperation) Jumper, 

Cardigan, Shoes, um, Umbrella, er, Cumberbund. Oh, girls and boys, if you can 

think of any pieces of clothing I’ve forgotten, just call them out will you, or I’ll 

never get my party clothes sorted out!  

 

(Let audience call out names for a few seconds. Await audience reaction) 

 

Craddock:  (Enters pushing a large box; can be cardboard) Are you calling me sire? 

 

Rodney:  Ah, there you are Craddock – that’s it! I’ve remembered, your name’s Craddock!  

 

Craddock:   That is correct sire. It has been Craddock all my life. 

 

Rodney:  There, I knew it was something to do with fish! Now then Fish, I need to look my 

best for Princess Goldilocks party. (Seriously) She’s very pretty and all that, and 

Pa says I ought to propose to her and settle down, but I don’t feel ready for 

marriage yet. (Plaintively) And I’m not in love. (Rubs hands together 

gathering enthusiasm) Anyway, what have we got in my dressing up box, Fish?  

 

(Music suggestion ‘Narcissus’; by Ethelbert Nevin. 4
th

 of 5 pieces in suite 

‘Water Scenes’. Or if sung, ‘Girls Just Wanna Have Fun’ by Robert Hazard 

- changing words to ‘Boys just Wanna have Fun’. Slapstick routine to 

music: Choreograph a few minutes of slapstick routine to the music. e.g. the 

valet is trying to dress Prince Rodney, and ends up wearing it himself, or 

back to front on Prince Rodney; they can also both end up each with one leg 



 

in same pair of trousers; they can both swing round and round with an 

umbrella or walking cane; put on two left shoes; valet can throw a hat which 

Prince Rodney will catch on head. Make lots of fun. Prince Rodney will end 

up dressed in a ridiculous way. The valet too will be wearing different 

clothes to those he came in with). 

 

Rodney:  (Looks down at his clothes) Wonderful, I knew I could rely on you, Haddock. 

(Unhitches hobby horse, mounts). Hi Ho Silver! (Rides off) 

 

(Craddock looks down at his clothes and scratches his head. Walks off 

pushing box. Lights off.)  

 

 

 

  



 

Scene 6 – A room at Princess Norma’s castle 

 

(Tabs open. Lights up. The room has a gloomy atmosphere. There is a toy 

parrot in a cage in one corner, and a toy monkey in a cage in another)  

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Tiptoes on; to audience) I’m on my secret dangerous mission. Princess 

Goldilocks is sure that wicked Princess Norma has something to do with her 

sisters’ disappearance. If she’s right, it means that Princess Goldilocks will be 

next on her list. So, I’ve been sent to spy, and see if I can find any clues. Now 

where shall I hide? (Looks around for somewhere to hide. Tries different 

places, and asks audience if they can see him. One place will have his bottom 

sticking out, another his head, until finally a hiding place is agreed upon). 
Yes, this will do nicely. Now if Princess Norma comes anywhere near, will you 

warn me? I mustn’t get caught whatever happens! If she comes near where I’m 

hiding, will you all shout out? You can shout anything, just warn me. (Hides) 

 

(Norma enters; smiles an evil smile; sings enthusiastically) 

 

(Song 7. If i ruled the world) 

 

(SFX. Knocking at door.) 

 

Norma:   Enter. 

 

(Lacey enters proudly bearing tray with a small toy dog sitting on it) 

 

Norma:   What on earth are you doing? 

 

Lacey:    Prince Will said you wanted a dog your princess-ness.  

 

Norma:   Yes, but why is it on a tray? 

 

Lacey:  You said next time you saw me, you wanted things on a tray, your royal-ness.  

 

Norma:   I meant letters, invitations, you fool! 
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Lacey:    I’m sorry your lovely-ness.  

 

Norma:  Oh, put the dog down. (Exasperated; to audience) I really don’t know why I 

bother with house training.  

 

Lacey:    The dog is house trained, your extra-specialness. 

 

Norma:   I meant the servants! Get out! 

 

(Lacey puts tray down and scurries off)  

 

Norma:  (Picks up toy dog by scruff of neck and inspects it; walks around with it) 
Hmm, you’ll do. I need something to test my powers. A year is a long time 

between spells. What shall I turn you into? Any last requests little doggie? How 

about an ultimate bowl of Cheeky Chappie? Or a final plate of Chewy 

Chompers? Or a concluding Tasty Tongue Tingling Treat?  (Looks at audience) 

You try saying Tasty Tongue Tingling Treat! 
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(SFX. A pitiful whine.) 

 

Norma:   (Responds) What that? I don’t understand? 

 

(SFX. A pitiful whine.) 

 

Norma:  Oh, so you don’t want me to turn you into anything? Well hard cheese dog! I 

think that I shall turn you into a – what do you think about a parrot? Just like that 

one sulking in the corner.  

 

(Norma points and walks towards parrot cage; she pauses by place where 

Boy Wednesday is hiding. Boy Wednesday scurries to another hiding place)  

 

Norma: (Continues and points to parrot cage) He’s the old King of Haroldania; I 

invited him to tea one day, and (Smiles an evil smile) I must say he ended up in 

a bit of a flutter! I’ll send an invitation to his son to come for evening meal soon. 

I’m 33
rd

 in line to that throne, and I need a bit of an heir cut! (Sighs, and says to 

audience) The path to world domination is long and hard (waits for response; 

dismissively) Pah, I knew I wouldn’t get any sympathy from you! 

 

(SFX. To sound like parrot squawking ‘Witch! Witch! Witch! Witch!’) 

 

Norma:  (To parrot) Oh shut your beak, King Harold! (Picks up a cloth, shakes it 

vigorously, and places it over cage) 

 

(Boy Wednesday gets dust in throat and coughs. Norma stops and listens. 

Boy Wednesday, to divert attention from cough, he gives a couple of little 

barks. Norma looks at dog suspiciously) 

 

Norma:  (Continues to speak dog) Or, would you like to be turned into a monkey, 

(points) just like young Prince Leonard over here, who got lost and rode onto my 

land. (Walks towards monkey in cage; pauses by place where Boy 

Wednesday is hiding) 

 

(Boy Wednesday shuffles to a different hiding place) 

 

Norma:  (Continues pointing to cage) Naturally I invited him in for a fizzy lemonade. 

Oh, he was a naughty boy to catch! That’s why I turned him into a monkey! 

There’s only 20 in line to that throne before me. I’m thinking of giving a lovely 

tea party for all of them.  

 

(SFX. To sound like a monkey jabbering crossly.) 

 

Norma:   Oh, be quiet Prince Leonard, or you won’t get a banana! 

 

(SFX. Repeat sound of monkey jabbering crossly.) 

 

Norma:  Have it your own way then. (Picks up another cloth, shakes vigorously and 

throws it over monkey’s cage) 

 

(Boy Wednesday gives a big sneeze; he makes monkey noises to try and 

divert attention. Norma walks to where Boy Wednesday is hiding and 

pauses. Boy Wednesday shuffles away but nowhere to hide; crawls around 

confused, then grabbing a bunch of grapes from a bowl, stands in an artistic 

pose like a statue. Norma approaches Boy Wednesday standing like statue. 

Norma looks at Boy Wednesday; puzzled, she walks away and Boy 



 

Wednesday starts to back away. Princess Norma stops and turns to take 

another look. Boy Wednesday has moved a few steps and adopted a different 

pose, but is stock still. Princess Norma walks on, then turns suddenly. Boy 

Wednesday has taken a few more steps, and standing in different position. 

Suspicious, she approaches him and gives his nose a tweak, he doesn’t move; 

his ear a tweak; he doesn’t move; finally, she tickles him fiercely, and he 

can’t help yelling with uncomfortable laughter) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Aaahh heee heee stop it, please stop it! I can’t bear tickling! Ahh hee heee heee; 

aaahhh. Stop it! It hurts! Ahhh tee heee. 

 

Norma:  (Points fingers towards him, and speaks slowly as if making a spell) 
Capodimonte! 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Recovering) Really? I fancied I looked rather Grecian, although my name’s not 

Ern. 
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Norma:  (Nastily) Capodimonte means you can’t move your legs, or your arms, unless I 

order them to move. They are set like pot! 

 

Boy Wednesday:  But that’s potty! (Tries to move one leg, then the other, then one arm and the 

other, but fails. He is rooted to floor and cannot move voluntarily) 

 

Norma:  (Pokes Boy Wednesday in chest with talon, nastily) Who are you, and what are 

you doing here? 

 

Boy Wednesday:  I’ve come to read the gas meter; I was just looking for it. Have you seen it lately? 

 

Norma:  You’re lying; you’ve come to spy! Well, you’ve seen what you shouldn’t have 

seen, and so you can never leave! 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Never? 

 

Norma:   Never ever! 

 

Boy Wednesday:  But I’m expected home for tea!   

 

Norma:   I’ve always thought this room could do with a statue. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Looks around, nods) I agree. Shall we look at a catalogue?  

 

Norma:  Silence! I shall move you around to see where you should go. (As if giving a 

demonstration) The feng shui has to be just right! (She puts dog down 

roughly) Oh I love interior design. (She manoeuvres Boy Wednesday around 

the room, trying him in different spots. She re-arranges the position of the 

bunch of grapes. She puts a glass in his other hand. Finally, she is satisfied.) 
Perfect! Now I shall leave you, because I have a party to attend, and a very 

special trick to perform. (Walks to exit, hovers) It’s no use shouting; the staff 

are trained to ignore it. (Evil laugh. Exits)  

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Tries in vain to move his legs & arms, without success; shouts forlornly) 
Help! Help! Help! 

 

   (Tabs close. Lights off.)  
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Scene 7 – Front of tabs 

 

(King Bob & Queen Pat enter in holiday clothes, sunhats, flip flops, 

beachball; singing)  

 

King Bob/Queen Pat: Oh, today we’re off to sunny Spain, eviva Espana. We’re catching the Costa 

Brava train, eviva Espana, Where we know it’s not going to rain –  

 

(interrupted by Princess Goldilocks entering) 

 

Goldilocks:   (Enters) You’re off? 

 

Queen Pat:   Yes, we’re all packed. You’re off too now, aren’t you Goldie? 

 

Goldilocks:   (Nods) Oh, yes. 

 

Queen Pat:  You look rather serious, darling; is everything alright? You’ve got your anti-ant 

ground sheet?  

 

Goldilocks:   Yes. 

 

King Bob:   And your anti-nip fly spray? 

 

Goldilocks:   Yes. 

 

Queen Pat:   And your anti-snake-bite-venom? 

 

Goldilocks:   Yes. 

 

King Bob:   And your anti-bear pepper spray? 

 

Goldilocks:   Yes, everything’s packed. 

 

King Bob:   What about your anti-aunty spray? 

 

Queen Pat: I’m sure Aunty Norma will behave herself at the birthday party!... I must say the 

palace guard are looking very smart this morning. They’re assembled outside 

ready for the off. Sergeant Major Brown’s keeping them on their toes. 

 

King Bob:  Egon Croissant can hardly contain his excitement. His donkey can hardly carry 

all the pots and pans. 

 

Queen Pat:  He’s recruited two new apprentices to help him in the kitchen. You should have 

some splendid meals. Where’s Boy Wednesday by the way? We haven’t seen 

him today. 

 

Goldilocks:   Oh, he’s er, just popped out on an errand. 

 

King Bob:  Humph, funny time for an errand, with everyone about to leave! I hope he’s not 

going to be long. 

 

Queen Pat:  I haven’t seen him since yesterday afternoon actually. (Reassuringly) No doubt 

he’s stuck somewhere. I know what men are like when they get talking! (Gives 

Goldilocks a kiss and hug) Well cheerio darling; we’ll send you a postcard.  

 

King Bob:   You should get it in about 3 weeks; we can read it to you! 

 



 

Goldilocks:   Goodbye mummy, goodbye daddy. Have a lovely time! 

 

Queen Pat:  Thank you; we will. And remember; do be nice to Prince Rodney the Ridiculous! 

 

Goldilocks:   I’ll try mummy. 

 

(King Bob & Queen Pat sing alternate verses of ‘Don’t stop me now’ by 

Queen, or apt alternative)  

 

(SONG 8. Don’t stop me now) 

 

(King Bob & Queen Pat exit)  

 

Major Brown:  (Enters, marching in; stands to attention and salutes) We’re awaiting your 

instructions to move out, Princess Goldilocks.  

 

Goldilocks:  (Dithers) Oh dear, I mean, well, perhaps (regretfully decisive) yes, we’d better 

go now Sergeant Major Brown if everyone’s ready.  

 

(Major Brown salutes, marches out.)  

 

Major Brown:  (Offstage) Attention! By the left, quick march.  

 

(SFX. Music for the guard to march out to. Palace Guard lead march. Camp 

Followers follow. Everyone marches in and out, then round again, then 

round again, until it seems like hundreds of people are joining in, carrying 

all kinds of camping equipment, and the army and camp followers are many 

more than there actually are. Amongst the throng is the chef Egon Croissant 

with chef’s hat on and pots and pans, followed by two apprentices wearing 

chef’s hats. One has a big moustache and the other a big beard. As they pass 

they lift their moustache/beard to have a look round. Let the audience see 

that they are Claude and Clothilde in disguise) 

 

Major Brown:   (Shouts) Halt! 

 

(Everyone bumps into each other, pushing those at front along, including 

Sergeant Major Brown, and causing them to exit. Consequently, they all 

have to parade around stage again.) 

 

Major Brown:   (Bellows) Halt!  

 

(Everyone bumps into each other again, pushing those at front along, 

including Sergeant Major Brown, and causing them to exit. Consequently, 

they all have to parade around stage again) 

 

Major Brown:  (This time round he stands to one side. Bellows) Halt! (Although he is 

standing to one side, the long procession of people still bump into each other, 

pushing those at front along. Barks.) Halt! Halt! Halt! Halt! Halt! Halt! Halt! 

Halt!  (Gradually the procession comes to a standstill) 

 

Goldilocks:   (Enters) Why have we stopped, Sergeant Major Brown? 

 

Major Brown:  (Gestures) This would be a good place to set up camp Your Highness. Nice flat 

ground; good visibility; a windbreak from the surrounding hills. 

 

Goldilocks:  Oh no, no, this isn’t right at all! We need to go on. I don’t like it here. It’s too, oh 

bare. I need trees.  



 

 

Major Brown:   Trees?  

 

Goldilocks:   Yes, trees. 

 

Major Brown:  (Puzzled) There’s one or two trees over there Your Highness, and a few bushes. 

 

Goldilocks:   That’s nowhere near enough! 

 

Major Brown:   How many would you like Princess Goldilocks? 
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Goldilocks:   Oh hundreds. 

 

Major Brown:   - Wouldn’t that be a forest Your Highness? 

 

Goldilocks:  (Claps hands together) Oh, Sergeant Major Brown, you’re absolutely right! 

Thank you; a forest would be delightful!  

 

Major Brown:  (Disconcerted) But, but we have strict instructions from King Bob – 

 

(everyone bobs)  
 

Major Brown:  – and Queen Pat  

 

(everyone does pat-a-cake) 

 

Major Brown:  To keep away from forests, particularly the Terrible Forest of Doom! 

 

Goldilocks:  (Reassuringly) Oh, we won’t go into it; just camp not too far away, so I can look 

at it, and admire it. After all, I’ve got all your brave soldiers to protect me; and 

just about the whole country has come along for the picnic.  

 

Major Brown:  (Reluctantly) Well I suppose it will be alright, Your Highness, if you’re just 

going to admire it from afar. (Bellows to guards and followers) Onwards!  

 

 (All carry on, then exit. Lights off.) 
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Act 2 

Scene 1 - Encampment near The Terrible Forest of Doom 

 

(Tabs open. Lights up. Norma Enters. Prince Will enters carrying a sun 

lounger and a deckchair) 

 

Norma:  Put them down here. We’ll bag our spaces before the picnic. You gave Claude 

and Clothilde the sleeping potion to put into the food, didn’t you? 

 

Prince Will:  Yes, Claude has the bottle in his apron pocket. They’ll let us know which meal 

it’s to be in. Sleepy bye byes time soon everyone.  

 

Norma:  It was a stroke of genius you getting them jobs as apprentices to Egon Croissant. 

When everyone’s asleep we’ll seize Goldilocks, and lead her into The Terrible 

Forest of Doom. We’ll abandon her miles away, where she’ll never be found. 

Then, we just need to persuade King Bob to take his retirement, and the throne is 

ours. I’ll be Queen Norma at long last. 

 

Prince Will:   And King Will. 

 

Norma:   (Reassuringly) Of course, my sweet. 

 

Prince Will:   And if he won’t go? 

 

Norma:  He’ll have to disappear too! (Tetchily) I’m beginning to lose patience with all 

this waiting. 

 

(Rodney enters on hobby horse) 

 

Prince Will:   Who’s that approaching on horseback?  

 

Rodney:  Oh no, it’s Prince Rodney the Ridiculous! Get rid of him! (Rides up to them) 

What ho! I’m looking for Princess Goldilocks’ birthday party picnic. You 

haven’t seen it by any chance? 

 

Prince Will:   (Points) You need to head that way.  

 

Rodney:  (Looks at sun lounger and deckchair) I say, would you like a hand putting 

those up? 

 

Norma:   No thank you. 

 

Prince Will:  Why not? We can have a rest. (To Prince Rodney) Very well, carry on. 

 

(Rodney parks horse. Gets into a proper muddle with sun lounger, but 

eventually it looks as if it’s standing. Bows, and gestures to Princess Norma 

to recline in it. Norma lies on it and it collapses and deposits her on floor. 

Rodney gestures apology and puts up deckchair. Bows and gestures for 

Prince Will to sit in it. He does, and it deposits him on floor) 

 

Rodney:  Oh, I say, I’m a bit of a duffer at this. Have some sun cream, it’s getting pretty 

hot.  

 

(Rodney gets out bottle of sun cream and squirts it first at Princess Norma 

and then at Prince Will. It squirts out fast and goes all over them.)  
 



 

Rodney: Well, would you believe it, it’s melted in the hot sun! Oh well, your clothes 

won’t get sunburnt! Toodle pip, I’d better be getting along to the party. (Shouts) 

Tally ho Black Beauty. (Rides off on hobby horse) 

 

(Princess Norma and Prince Will mop themselves down in fury, kick the 

chairs, exit) 
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Goldilocks:  (Enters; talks to self) Oh Boy Wednesday, where are you? I feel dreadful about 

you not returning from your dangerous mission! Now at last I know that Aunty 

Norma and Prince Will are behind the plot to get rid of me. Oh dear, without a 

bodyguard I don’t know if I’m brave enough go into The Terrible Forest of 

Doom, to look for Pipkin and Florella. I just know they’re alive in there 

somewhere! But just thinking about them makes me strong! I shall do whatever 

necessary to find them!  

 

(Song 9. Goldilocks sings a few verses from ‘Whistle a Happy Tune’ from 

‘The King & I’ by Rogers & Hammerstein, or apt alternative.) 

 

Goldilocks:  (To audience) Can you whistle? (Awaits audience reaction) Will you whistle 

along with me for a little while to give me courage? I’ll say one, two, three and 

everyone start whistling; if you can’t whistle, just hum. One, two, three. (Whistle 

a couple of verses) Thank you, you’ve helped me feel much braver. I’ll start 

looking for them tomorrow. This afternoon is a picnic and Monsieur Egon 

Croissant is making his famous croissants!  

 

(Goldilocks exits. Lights off. Tabs close.) 
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Scene 2 - Encampment near The Terrible Forest of Doom 

 

(Lights up. Tabs open. Claude & Clothilde. Enter in their disguise of 

beard/moustaches, and wearing aprons and chef’s hats. They carry a light 

table between them. Egon enters wearing apron and elaborate chef’s hat. He 

gestures spot to place table. Egon, Claude & Clothilde set table with cloth 

and carry in pots of jams and dishes of croissants)  

 

Egon:  Not there! Not there! Have you no artistry in your souls? (He re-arranges items 

more artistically and fusses around) Now go and tell everyone that my famous 

croissants will cool enough to eat in a few minutes. 

  

Claude:   Will you teach us how to make croissants Monsieur Croissant? 

 

Egon:  Certainly not! You may be my apprentices, but never will I tell you my secret of 

the famous croissant that has passed from father to son for generations! Never, 

ever, even if you torture me with a thousand feathers, will I reveal our family 

recipe! You may make the porridge in the morning.  

 

(Claude & Clothilde glance craftily at each other, and do a high five) 

 

Egon:    Now go, give the good tidings, before they are cold!  

 

(Claude & Clothilde exit) 

 

Egon:  (Surveys the table with satisfaction) Egon you are a genius! I take my hat off to 

you!  

 

(Egon sweeps off his hat. Puts it on again. Exits. Music: Teddy Bears Picnic. 

Choreograph bears’ movements to fit music. Four Bears, one by one, 

emerge from the forest, sniffing the air. One spies the croissants and signals 

the others to come to the table. They pick up a serviette each. One picks up a 

croissant, looks at it, and has a nibble, then takes a big bite. They pretend to 

slap jam on. They all eat with delight and dance around the table. They put 

spare croissants in their hats and dance off towards the forest. Then one 

returns and leaves a tip on the table; all exit. Egon enters with a white cloth 

over his arm; he does not look at table. He is smiling broadly and inviting a 

queue of people to the table) 

 

Egon:  Enjoy. With the compliments of Princess Goldilocks, and the artistry of Egon! 

 

(Claude and Clothilde enter, they do not look at table either. They also have 

white cloths over their arm. Crowd murmuring and muttering) 

 

Egon:  Move along the queue please. I know my croissants are divine, but keep moving. 

There are plenty for everyone. 

 

Voice in crowd 1:  But there’s nothing there! 

 

Egon:  What’s that you say? They are as light as air? Yes, yes, I know! Take one, and 

keep moving s’il vous plait. 

 

Voice in crowd 1:  They’re lighter than air! There’s nothing there! 

 

Egon:  (Goes to stare uncomprehendingly at table, empty of croissants) But they 

were here five minutes ago! They have been stolen! My famous croissants have 

been stolen! (Shouts) Guard! Guard! 



 

 

(Palace Guard enter rushing) 

 

Major Brown:   What seems to be the trouble Monsieur Egon? 

 

Egon:    My croissants have been stolen! 

 

Major Brown:   Could someone have eaten them? 

 

Egon:  (Gesticulates) Obviously someone has eaten them! But who could eat such a big 

amount, and so quickly?  

 

Guard Evans:   I could eat a big amount quickly Monsieur Croissant! 

 

Egon:    (Accusingly) Did you eat them? 

 

Guard Evans:   I didn’t get the chance! 

 

Voice in Crowd 1:  Perhaps it was birds. 

 

Voice in Crowd 2:  Vultures! 
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Voice in Crowd 1:  Monsters! 

 

Voice in Crowd 2:  Bears! 

 

Crowd:   Bears!  

 

(Everyone panics and turns heel) 

 

Major Brown:  Stop! Halt! Nonsense, there are no vultures or monsters in Bobitania! (All bob) 

And the bears keep to the forest. Anyway, what would bears be doing eating 

croissants!  

 

(Crowd laugh)  

 

Voice in Crowd 1:  (Shrieks with laughter) With jam on! 

 

(Crowd laugh)  

 

Major Brown:  Well it’s a mystery Monsieur Croissant. Do you have any more croissants? 

 

Egon:  Oui, I have plenty of dough. I can cook more, but not for wandering vagabonds 

to consume! 

 

Major Brown:  We’ll keep an eye on the table when you’ve made them Monsieur Croissant. (To 

crowd) I suggest you all entertain yourselves for a short time, while the kitchen 

staff prepare more croissants.   

 

(Palace Guard all exit. Dance opportunity if director wishes. Choreograph 

Egon exits. Claude & Clothilde exit. Tabs close. Lights off.) 
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Scene 3 - Encampment near The Terrible Forest of Doom 

 

(Tabs open. Lights up. Guard Smith on sentry duty. Rodney rides up to him 

on hobby horse) 

 

Guard Smith:   (Fiercely) Halt! Friend or Foe! 

 

Rodney:  Oh, I say, I’m friends with everyone, unless they’re really, really nasty to me. 

 

Guard Smith:   (Fiercely) What’s the password? 

 

Rodney:  The password. Well I never! I don’t think I know any passwords! Do you? 

 

Guard Smith:   Yes. But I’m not telling you! 

 

Rodney:  Well, that’s not the way to go about making friends! I’m not sure I want to be 

your friend now. 

 

Guard Smith:   (Looks a bit stumped) Well, don’t then! See if I care! 

 

Rodney:  Well that’s not very nice either. If I was my old nanny, I’d send you to bed 

without any supper! All I wanted to know was the way to the party. 

 

Guard Smith:   What party? Everyone’s in bed. 

 

Rodney:  Oh dear, I’ve been riding around all afternoon. I’m sure I’ve been in a circle. I’d 

better go home, and start again in the morning. I feel rather weary. I wonder 

which way I should go? 

 

Guard Smith:   I couldn’t tell you I’m sure. 

 

Rodney:  You couldn’t or you wouldn’t? Dear me, you have got your naughty head on! 

Well just hold my horse will you while I get something out of my boot; it feels 

like a rock! He’s a bit spooky with all the shadows, and noises in the forest.  

 

(Rodney dismounts and hands hobby horse to Guard Smith to hold. Guard 

Smith puts down rifle and accepts horse reluctantly.) 

 

Rodney:  (Bends down to take boot off, and empties large rock out of boot - he has 

rock concealed under cloak) That’s better! 

 

(SFX. Hooting of owl; howling of wolf; growling.) 

 

Guard Smith:  (Hobby horse rears and bolts into The Terrible Forest of Doom, with Palace 

Guard Smith hanging on. Shouts) Aaaahhhhggg stop, stop, aaaahhggg!  

 

(Smith exits pulled rapidly by hobby horse) 

 

Rodney:  Oh dear! I did warn him Jupiter was a bit nervy tonight. I’ll go and have a look 

for them; they can’t be far. I wonder if he’ll feel like a game of tiddlywinks by 

moonlight; that’s jolly fun. - I wonder what all those funny growly noises are?  

 

(Rodney exits into The Terrible Forest of Doom. Guards enter running; 

some are in nightshirts; they look around. They see rifle on ground) 

 

Major Brown:   (Shouts) Smith? Smith? Smith! 

 



 

Guard Evans:   He’s gone! 

 

Major Brown:   I can see he’s gone! 

 

Guard Jones:   Without his rifle. 

 

Guard Miller:   He was shouting ‘Stop!’ ‘Stop!’ 

 

Guard Evans:   And (blood curdling) Aaaaahhhhggg! 

 

Major Brown:   (Sharply) Thank you Evans, that’s enough! 
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Sergeant Green:  There’s a big rock on the ground! 

 

Corporal Pink:  It was probably used to clobber him over the head! 

 

Sergeant Green:  (Looking at ground) Sir, there’s blood! 

 

Palace Guard:   (All study ‘blood’) Eeeeggghh. 

 

Major Brown:   Oh dear, dear, dear. This isn’t looking good. 

 

Corporal Pink:  There’s a big blob in the middle of the blood. 

 

Palace Guard:   (All say) Eeuuugh. 

 

Major Brown:   Thank you Corporal Pink; we don’t want details. 

 

Guard Bennet:  It looks like a strawberry in the middle! 

 

Palace Guard:   (All say) Yuk! 

 

Sergeant Green:  (Bends over and touches ‘blood  -  puts finger in mouth.) It is a strawberry sir! 

It’s strawberry jam! 

 

Major Brown:  (Looks at it, puzzled) That’s dashed odd! Smith was shouting for something to 

stop. Now Smith is missing. There’s a large rock; and there’s strawberry jam. 

 

Corporal Pink:  (Who has wandered a little way from the others) Sir, I’ve found something 

else! 

 

Major Brown:   What is it, Corporal Pink? 

 

Corporal Pink:  It looks like a pawprint. 

 

(Palace Guard gather round)  

 

Sergeant Green:  It’s a large animal print. 

 

Guard Gordon:  It’s the Hound of the Baskervilles!  

 

Major Brown:  Don’t be ridiculous boy! That’s pure fiction! (Contemplating print) Hmmm the 

creature’s bigger than a hound, and heavier than a wolf. 
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(Palace Guard all looking very nervous)  

 

Guard Evans:   Could it be – (hesitates) 

 

Guard Jones:   (Anxiously) What?  

 

Guard Miller:   (Anxiously) What? 

 

Guard Bennet:  (Anxiously) What? 

 

Guard Gordon:  (Anxiously) What? 

 

Major Brown:   Yes; I’m afraid it could!  

 

Corporal Pink:  What? 

 

Guard Gordon:  An elephant? 

 

Sergeant Green:  (Disbelievingly) What! 

 

Guard Evans:   No. A bear! 

 

(Palace Guard yell and turn tail)  

 

Major Brown:  Stop! Or I’ll have you all up for desertion! We’re here to protect Princess 

Goldilocks. Now I’m going to double the watch, so there’s two men on each. 

Whatever the creature is, it’s had its dinner for tonight.  

 

Palace Guard:   Eeuuugh. 

 

Major Brown:   (Points) You Gordon and you Bennet, take the next watch. 

 

Guard Gordon:  (Stands to attention) Yes sir. 

Guard Bennet:  (Stands to attention) Yes sir.  

 

(Gordon and Bennet take positions to stand on watch) 

 

Major Brown:  The rest of you get some sleep. We’re going to have to be very vigilant over the 

next couple of days. 

 

(Palace Guard exit, apart from Gordon & Bennet who look anxiously at 

each other) 

 

Guard Gordon:  Tell me if you see anything. 

 

Guard Bennet:  Right. – Tell me if you see anything. 

 

Guard Gordon:  Right. Tell me if you see anything. 

 

Guard Bennet:  You’ve just said that. 

 

Guard Gordon:  Have I? Right. 

 

(SFX. Hooting, Howling, Growling.) 

 

Guard Gordon:  Did you hear that! 

 



 

Guard Bennet:  Yes. 

 

(Gordon and Bennet shake, looking around.  Lights down. Tabs Closed.)  



 

Scene 4 - Encampment near The Terrible Forest of Doom 

 

(Lights up. Tabs open. A table is set up for porridge making in centre; a 

covering for floor may be useful. SFX. Birdsong; cock crow. Monsieur 

Croissant enters. Claude & Clothilde enter yawning; they are in their 

disguise.) 

 

Egon:  Come, come! Now you know what to do? The recipe is in front of you. Where is 

the maple syrup?  

 

(Claude fishes in his apron pocket and puts bottle on table) 

 

Egon:    Beat the gong when the porridge is prepared.  

 

(Egon exits) 

 

Claude:   (Grumbles) I’m going back to bed; it’s too early! 

 

Clothilde:  You can’t leave me to make it on my own! And remember we’ve got to put the 

sleeping potion in. I’ve told dad it’ll be in the porridge.  

 

Claude:   I’m tired. Stupid porridge! 

 

Clothilde:  (Yawns) Well I’m tired too! (Reads from recipe) Take a pan. There’s a big one 

under the table.  

 

Clothilde:   (Yawns) Well get it then! 
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(Claude yawns; plonks pan on table) 

 

Clothilde:  (Reads) Take half a cup of porridge oats per person and put into pan. How many 

people? 

 

Claude:   Loads.  

 

(Clothilde tips some packet contents into bow)  

 

Claude:  That’s not enough!  

 

(Claude grabs packet from Clothilde, and tips more in; lots goes over table 

and Clothilde) 

 

Clothilde:  (Gives Claude a ‘look’ and brushes herself down. Reads) ‘Pour in same 

amount of liquid, made up of half milk and half water’. Pass the milk! 

 

Claude:   I’ll pour it in.  

 

(Claude gets jug & pours carelessly, sploshing Clothilde) 

 

Clothilde:  (Mops herself down) I’ll put the water in.  

 

(Clothilde gets water jug and sploshes it in, lots going over Claude. Claude 

wipes face)  
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Clothilde:  (Reads) And stir!  

 

(Clothilde grabs spoon, and stirs vigorously, splashing Claude. Claude grabs 

spoon, and stirs vigorously, sploshing Clothilde. Clothilde picks up bowl and 

pours mixture over Claude’s head. Claude picks up bowl and empties over 

Clothilde’s head. Egon enters.) 

 

Egon:   How are you getting on with the porridge? (Stares at them aghast)  

 

Claude:   (Both call) Fine! Nearly ready! 

Clothilde:   (Both call) Fine! Nearly ready! 

 

Egon:    (To self) Sacre bleu! What I have to endure!  

 

(Egon exits. Claude & Clothilde rapidly throw everything into bowl again, 

and put on a pretend heating ring)  

 

Claude:   (Reads) Stir till cooked. 

 

Clothilde:   (Dips finger in) That should do. (Spoon is standing up) 

 

Claude:   Is the spoon supposed to stand up? 

 

Clothilde:   Yes. Where’s the sleeping potion? We mustn’t forget to put it in. 

 

Claude:   It’s in my pocket. It’s labelled maple syrup. 

 

Clothilde:   Isn’t that the maple syrup on the table? 

 

Claude:  No. That’s Monsieur Croissant’s maple syrup. That was in my left- hand pocket. 

Dad put the sleeping potion in my right-hand pocket. I remember because he was 

standing in front of me, and put it in the nearest one.  

 

Clothilde:   (Stands in front of him puzzled) But that’s your left-hand pocket.  

 

Claude:   Is it? 

 

Clothilde:   Yes. What’s in your other pocket? 

 

(Claude feels in right hand pocket & retrieves a sticky fluffy sweet, a hankie, 

and a big blue marble. Turns pocket inside out and shakes it. Puts his hand 

in his left-hand pocket, and fetches out a bottle.)  

 

Claude: (Reads) Maple syrup. 

 

Clothilde:   Which one is the sleeping potion? 

 

Claude:  Let me have a think.  

 

(Claude picks up maple syrup bottle from table and stares at it; puts it in his 

other pocket. Makes movements with his hands as if trying to remember 

which pocket Prince Will put sleeping potion bottle in. He swaps bottles over 

and makes hand movements again; looks confused)  
 

Claude:  It was this one. (Gets out bottle) 

 

Clothilde:   That’s your left-hand pocket again! 



 

 

Claude:   Yes, well it must be the right one! 

 

Clothilde:   What do you mean the right one? That’s your left one! 

 

Claude:   I mean the correct one dumbo! 

 

Clothilde:  You’re the dumbo forgetting which pocket the sleeping potion’s in! We’d better 

put it in the porridge before Monsieur Croissant comes back. Put the other bottle 

back on the table. 

 

Claude:  (Puts one bottle on table; holds the other, poised above porridge) How much 

shall I put in? 

 

Clothilde:   Pour it all in. Then they’ll sleep for a long time! 

 

(Claude makes a business of squirting liquid into porridge. Clothilde stirs it 

in with effort and grunts, as if porridge is very, very thick)  

 

Claude:   (Looks at bottle on table) I’m going to have some of that maple syrup.  

 

Clothilde:   I’m going to have some as well.  

 

(Claude & Clothilde both pick up spoons and pour themselves several 

spoonsful from the bottle)  

 

Clothilde:  It doesn’t taste like I remember it. (Yawns) I’ve got up too early. I think I’ll just 

have a little… (Big snore and slides onto floor with spoon)  

 

Claude:  (Yawns) Me .. .too… (Big snore, and slides onto floor with spoon and bottle) 

 

(Short extract from Teddy Bears Picnic plays for four bears to emerge from 

woods to. Four Bears enter; they inspect Claude & Clothilde on floor) 

 

Bear/Pipkin:   (Puts paw to lip) Ssshhh. 

 

(Bears tiptoe round Claude & Clothilde. They clumsily fill bowls right to the 

top with porridge, take spoons, and start eating) 

 

Bear/Freddie:   It’s very sweet! (Lingers eating) 

 

Bear/Theodore:  It’s very lumpy!  

 

(Bear/Theodore exits with bowl) 

 

Bear/Pipkin:   It’s very thick!  

 

(Bear/Pipkin exits with bowl) 

 

Bear/Florella:   It’s very raw, but I’m so hungry!  

 

(Bear/Florella exits with bowl. Goldilocks enters.) 

 

Goldilocks:  (Looks at Bear/Freddie and at Claude and Clothilde lying on ground, and 

gasps; shouts) Get away! Get away! You bad bear! What have you done to 

Monsieur Croissant’s apprentices? (Picks up branch from ground, and waves 

it at the bear)  



 

 

Bear/Freddie:  (Holds paw up in air, mouth half full, and shakes head) Nothing, they’re 

asleep! 

 

Goldilocks:  (Shouts) What do you mean they’re asleep? They were cooking breakfast! 

 

Bear/Freddie:   I mean they’re asleep. Perhaps they’re tired? 

 

Goldilocks:  (Shouts, upset) You horrible bear! You’re lying! And you dragged away one of 

my palace guards last night as well!  
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Bear/Freddie:   It wasn’t us! 

 

(SFX. Sound of running feet.) 

 

Bear/Freddie:   (Lumbers off; calls to Princess Goldilocks) Please believe me! 

 

(Guards Jones & Miller enter running) 

 

Guard Jones:   (To Princess Goldilocks) Are you alright Your Highness? 

 

Goldilocks:   (A bit dazed) I’m perfectly alright thank you.  

 

(Princess Norma & Prince Will enter. Norma hurries to Claude & Clothilde 

whose beard and moustache are askew; she straightens them. Major Brown 

enters.) 

 

Major Brown:  (Looks at Claude & Clothilde on floor) What’s happened to the apprentices? 

 

Norma:   (Fussing over Claude & Clothilde) They’ve been attacked by bears! 

 

(Goldilocks opens her mouth and closes it again. Egon enters; looks at table, 

and his ‘apprentices’ on floor; inspects table)  
 

Egon:    And the porridge, it has been attacked also! 

 

Norma:  (Stroking Claude & Clothilde’s hair) These two poor innocents! Speak to me! 

Tell me you’re alive! 

 

Claude:   (A giant snore; bad tempered) Get off! Let me sleep! 

 

Clothilde:   (Sleepily and crossly) Go away; it’s not morning yet! 

 

Norma:  They’re in shock! They need to go to their tents. Those ferocious bears must be 

hunted down!  

 

Major Brown:   (Shouts) First Aid bearers at the double. 

 

(Palace Guard x 2 come hurrying; help escort Claude & Clothilde, who 

manage to walk in a wobbly way, off; exit. Norma exits. Prince Will bends 

down to where Claude & Clothilde were sleeping, picks up bottle from floor 

and looks at it. Glances at the other bottle on table; looks knowing. Exits 

with bottle from floor. Goldilocks notices Prince Will pick up the bottle) 
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Egon:  (Temperamentally) I shall go and make more porridge. But I will not serve at 

this table! Oh no, this table must go far, far away from those trees, and the wild 

beasts in this forest! (Picks up spoon and tastes remaining porridge; 

grimaces). This is terrible porridge, and only suitable for wild beasts! I shall tell 

my apprentices when they recover, that they are sacked!  

 

(Egon exits with pan) 

 

Major Brown:  Your Highness, I will organise a bear hunt today. Tomorrow is your birthday 

party, and this bear is a danger to human life and limb.  

 

(Major Brown bows; exits) 

 

Goldilocks:  Oh, oh, dear! (To audience) Am I going mad? Did the bear really speak, or did I 

imagine it? And was there was something familiar about his voice. Did I just say 

his voice? Oh dear! (To self) Why did Aunty Norma say those apprentices had 

been attacked by bears? She didn’t see the bear; and she said bears and not bear. 

And those apprentices sounded familiar too. (Holds hand to head) Oh dear, I 

think I need a little lie down. - And what was in that bottle that Uncle Will 

picked up? He looked very shifty. (Notices coin on table that Bear/Prince 

Freddie left; picks up and stares at it) This is all very very odd! I do wish Boy 

Wednesday was here; I so need somebody to talk to. (Sings ‘Lean On Me’ by 

Bill Withers, or apt alternative.) 

 

(SONG 10. Lean on me by Bill Withers) 

 

(Goldilocks exits. Tabs close. Lights down.) 

 

  



 

Scene 5 – Front of tabs 

 

(Lights up. Palace Guard march on, led by officers. Crowd enter armed with 

sticks, rakes, hoes, and all kind of makeshift implements. Goldilocks enters.) 

 

Goldilocks:  (to Sergeant Major Brown) Do you really have to hunt the bear? I mean he, it, 

didn’t do any real harm did he, it?; just a few croissants and some porridge.  

 

Major Brown:  We’ll never be safe with marauding bears around Your Highness. Remember it 

has dragged off one of our guards, and attacked two cooks. Princess Norma is 

quite insistent that we hunt it down. Please stay in the camp and remain safe. 

Where’s your personal bodyguard Boy Wednesday? I haven’t seen him since 

Thursday. 

 

Goldilocks:   He’s er, around somewhere. Please don’t hurt the bear! 

 

Major Brown:  We’ll have to see what resistance the creature puts up Your Highness. I’ve 

promised your father King Bob (bobs) and your mother Queen Pat (does pat-a-

cake) that I’ll protect you. Bears can be very dangerous. (To crowd) Is everyone 

ready? Forward march. 

 

(Goldilocks watches everyone march off) 

 

All:  ‘We’re going on a bear hunt. We’re going to catch a big one. We’re not scared. 

What a beautiful day.’  

 

(Possibly continue with Michael Rosen’s rhyme ‘We’re Going on a Bear 

Hunt’ a bit longer; march off) 

 

Goldilocks:  (To audience) I’m going to follow them. There’s something very strange going 

on in that forest, and I’m going to find out what it is! 

 

 (Prince Will enters) 

 

Prince Will:  There you are my dear. Aren’t you going on the bear hunt? Jolly good fun, bear 

hunts. 

 

Goldilocks:   Um, well, I thought I might just tag along. 

 

(Claude & Clothilde enter yawning)  

 

Goldilocks:  My, you both look like you could sleep for a week! Where’ve you been? I didn’t 

see you at all yesterday. 

 

Claude:   (Grumbles) Busy working! 

 

Prince Will:  (Swipes Claude with his hat; laughs) Working on their coursework. Why don’t 

you come along with us on the bear hunt my dear?  

 

Norma:   Yes, do come along. We can keep each other company. 

 

Goldilocks:  Well, yes, alright, I will. (Starts walking) They went this way didn’t they. 

 

Prince Will:   No, they started out that way, but then they turned left. 

 

Norma:   And then they turned right. 

 



 

Prince Will:   And then they turned left again. 

 

Prince Norma:  And then they went straight on.  

 

Prince Will:  If we turn right around and go the opposite way, we’ll meet them. Come along 

my dear. You don’t want to get lost in The Terrible Forest of Doom all by 

yourself now do you?  

 

(Starts walking in the opposite direction; all follow and exit. Lights Down) 

 

 

INTERVAL      

 

  



 

Scene 6 - The Terrible Forest of Doom 

 

(Tabs open. Lights up. Norma, Prince Will, Claude, Clothilde and 

Goldilocks enter) 

 

Goldilocks:   Shouldn’t we have met up with them by now? 

 

Prince Will:   I think I can hear them; just a bit further. 

 

Claude:   I’m tired. 

 

Clothilde:   My feet ache. 

 

Norma:   I know, let’s play a game! 

 

Clothilde:   What sort of game? 

 

Princess Nora:  Let’s play hide and seek! 

 

Claude:   Oh goody, bags I hide. 

 

Prince Will:  No, no, it’s Princess Goldilocks’ birthday, she should hide, and we’ll all look for 

her. 

 

Goldilocks:   I’d really rather carry on and find the others. We should have met them by now.  

 

Prince Will:   A quick game won’t hurt. They’ll probably just around the next corner.  

 

Princess Nora:  Yes, I’m sure I can hear voices. 

 

Clothilde:   I can’t hear voices. 

 

Princess Nora:  (Short) That’s because you’re chattering! 

 

Goldilocks:  Just a quick game then. I’ll go and hide. Count to ten. No peeping! (Goes out of 

view to hide)  

 

Claude:  (Says quickly) One, three, six, seven, ten! Coming ready or not! (Makes to run 

to look, but blocked by Princess Norma) 

 

Norma:   We go this way. You can start looking in an hour or so. This is my trick! 

 

(Princess Norma, Prince Will, Claude & Clothilde exit. Goldilocks peeps out 

of her hiding place, then goes back in. Goldilocks peeps out of her hiding 

place, and calls)  
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Goldilocks: Ready. (Goes back into hiding place. Waits. Emerges and shouts loudly) 

Ready! (Listens for a moment, then shouts again) I’m ready! (To self) Oh 

goodness, they’re really terrible at finding. Where are they? I’ll have to go and 

find them. They’re supposed to be looking for me! I’ll shout really loud this time 

and try and attract their attention. Hello! I’m here!  

 

(SFX. Fierce growling.) 
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Goldilocks:  Oh, I didn’t like the sound of that!; but maybe it’s the bear I met this morning, 

and it’s just his bear noise. I’ll say good morning, and see if he replies. Politeness 

always pays, particularly in princesses. (Shouts pleasantly) good morning bear. 

Actually, it might be afternoon by now; we’ve been walking for ages. Good 

afternoon bear.  

 

(SFX. Very fierce growling. Old Scarface enters, growling and snarling) 

 

Goldilocks:  (Trembling but standing her ground) Good morning bear. Can’t you 

remember me? We met this …oh  (breaks off) 

 

(Old Scarface lumbers closer & starts lashing out with claws and growling 

horribly. Goldilocks gives a little scream. Bear/Freddie enters rushing at 

bear; they struggle and wrestle. Old Scarface lashes out at Bear/Prince 

Freddie’s arm; growling it recedes into forest) 

 

Bear/Freddie:   Are you alright? 

 

Goldilocks:  Oh, it’s you! Thank goodness! Thank you for saving me! I thought the other bear 

was you!  

 

Bear/Freddie:   (Joking) Did you? Old Scarface? I’m much nicer looking! 

 

Goldilocks:   (Laughs, then realises he’s hurt) Oh you’re hurt! Your poor arm! 

 

Bear/Freddie:   It’s nothing, just stings a bit. 

 

Goldilocks:  You’re so brave. Let me see. (Looks at Bear/Freddie’s arm) It’s bleeding! I’ll 

wrap my sash around it for now. (Removes blue sash from her dress, and 

wraps it around Bear/Freddie’s arm like a bandage) You’ll need to clean it 

properly. Oh dear, it feels so odd talking to a bear! Are you really a bear? And if 

so, how is it that you can you talk? 

 

Bear/Freddie:  Two years ago, a wicked witch cast a spell on my brother and I. We’ve been 

living in the forest, existing on berries and nuts; oh, and bugs I’m afraid.  

 

Goldilocks:   Oh yuk. 

 

Bear/Freddie:  Actually, they’re quite yummy if you pick the right ones. But it was nice to see 

human food on your table this morning. The croissants were delicious, but the 

porridge was horrible.  

 

Goldilocks:   But, can’t you just go home, and explain to your family what’s happened? 

 

Bear/Freddie:  (Sighs) We did go home, but they couldn’t understand us, and thought we’d 

come to attack them, and sent dogs after us. You can understand me, but other 

people can’t. When we speak, they think we’re growling.  

 

Goldilocks:  Oh, how terrible! Where is your home? Ever since this morning, I’ve had this 

overwhelming feeling that I know you.    

 

Bear/Freddie:  (Makes sweeping bow) You do know me; I’m Freddie, Prince Freddie. King 

Albert is my father. 

 

Goldilocks:   Oh, course! And Prince Theodore is your brother. Where is he? 

 

Bear/Freddie:   He’s at the caves with the others. 



 

 

Goldilocks:   The others? 

 

Bear/Freddie:  Of course, you don’t know! The others are your sisters, Princess Pipkin and 

Princess Florella! 

 

Goldilocks:  They’ve alive! Oh, I knew they were! (Gives him a hug) That’s why I chose a 

camping holiday near the Terrible Forest of Doom for my birthday, to look for 

them. No-one knows I’m here; well, apart from nasty Aunty Norma, Uncle Will, 

Claude and Clothilde. We were playing hide and seek, when they just 

disappeared and left me. - But why are my sisters living in cold dark caves? 

 

Bear/Freddie:   (Gently) Because the witch has turned them into bears too.  
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Goldilocks:  Bears! My sisters! Oh no! And they’re so particular about their appearances! 

They’ll be disgusted to be so hairy! I can’t wait to see them, even if they are 

bears! I shall still love them. (Hopefully) If the witch turned you into bears, there 

must be a spell to turn you all back again! We must just find it! Or we must find 

the witch and force her to do it! 

 

Bear/Freddie:   That would be nice. I would have loved to come to your birthday party. 

 

Goldilocks:   (Shyly) I would have loved that too. Oh, it must be terrible being a bear! 

 

Bear/Freddie:   (Stoically) It’s not all bad. You just have to practice mindfulness.  

 

Goldilocks:   Mindfulness?  

 

Bear/Freddie:  Yes. (Sings and enacts extract from ‘The Bare Necessities’, from ‘Jungle 

Book’ by Terry Gilkyson, or apt alternative. Princess Goldilocks joins in last 

verse)  

 

(SONG 11. ‘The bare necessities’ by Terry Gilkyson. Princess Goldilocks & 

Bear/Freddie hold hands & gaze at each other. SFX. Loud shouts, and noisy 

banging of pans.) 

 

Bear/Freddie:   (Alarmed) What’s that noise? 

 

Goldilocks:  (Alarmed) Oh no, I’d quite forgotten! Aunty Norma told the palace guard that 

you’d attacked Egon Croissant’s two apprentices. She said they were to organize 

a bear hunt! It’s the bear hunt! 

 

(SFX. Shouts, and noisy banging of pans.) 

 

Bear/Freddie:   A bear hunt! I must go and help them!  

 

(Bear/Freddie exits hurriedly) 

 

Goldilocks:  I’ll come as well! (Turns to run, trips and falls. Gets up but has hurt ankle.) 

Wait for me! (Exits limping slowly) 

 

(SFX. Shouting and banging of pans and noisy implements. Tabs close. 

Lights off.)  
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Scene 7 - Front of tabs 

 

(Lights up. Bear/Pipkin, Bear/Theodore and Bear/Florella enter out of 

breath, beckoned by Bear/Pipkin) 

 

Bear/Pipkin:  Come along quickly! We must hide! 

 

Bear/Theodore:  Where’s Freddie? We need to stick together. 

 

Bear/Florella:   He heard Old Scarface growling earlier and went to see what was going on. 

 

Bear/Theodore:  Why are they hunting us? We haven’t done them any harm. We live here 

peacefully! 

 

Bear/Florella:   Perhaps they’re cross about us eating their food? 

 

Bear/Theodore:  It might be to do with those two cooks laying on the floor this morning. 

 

Bear/Pipkin:  We didn’t hurt them! Perhaps they lied because they were asleep when they 

shouldn’t be? Oh, it’s horrible to think we’re being hunted by our own people!  

 

Bear/Florella:  They don’t know that we’re bears. Oh, I wish I could see Goldilocks! I’m sure 

she’d recognise us, even though we’ve been turned into bears. Freddie said he 

thought she understood what he was saying this morning.  

 

(SFX. Shouting and banging of pans and noisy implements.)  

 

Bear/Theodore:  We have to move on, or they’ll be upon us! It’s no use waiting here. Freddie will 

sense where we are. We’ve developed very good noses now we’re bears. 

 

Bear/Florella:   Are you saying that we smell Theo? (Delicately sniffs under her arms) 

 

Bear/Theodore:  No more than any other bear Florella. 

 

Bear/Pipkin:  Oh, I just can’t bear being a bear! I want a bubble bath, a visit to the hairdresser, 

and a manicure! 

 

Bear/Florella:   Cheer up Pip; at least we all look a fright.  

 

Bear/Theodore:  (To Florella) I don’t think you look a fright. I think you look quite charming. 

But we must go! 

 

(Palace Guard & Crowd burst on) 

 

Major Brown:   (Shouts) There they are! After them, men!  

 

(Palace Guard & Crowd hurry, but don’t run after bears. Could be 

stylised/choreographed/slow motion. Bears could be 

stylised/choreographed/slow motion retreat. Hurry off and then round 

again. Palace Guard & Crowd hurry after bears, and then round again. 

Palace Guard & Crowd & Bears go round and round, entering & exiting, 

for as long as director thinks desirable. Then a group of soldiers enter from 

the opposite direction with weapons, long poles or rifles; or push a hedge 

barricade in place. The bears are trapped in centre. Bears trapped, they run 

from one end of stage to other looking for way out, then stop in centre.) 

 

Bear/Theodore:  Don’t kill us! We’re not really bears! At least just let the girls go! 



 

 

Bear/Florella:   (To her sister) Oh, isn’t he manly Pip? 

 

(Norma enters triumphantly. Prince Will with Claude & Clothilde enter) 

 

Norma:  Listen to that nasty growling! These are very dangerous bears! They would make 

very nice fur coats don’t you think? 

 

Major Brown:  Princess Goldilocks has specially requested that we don’t harm them Your 

Majesty. 

 

Norma:   But Princess Goldilocks isn’t here to see how very dangerous these bears are! 

 

Major Brown:   We could net them Your Majesty. Perhaps they could be sent to a zoo? 

 

Prince Will:  A zoo? Now that’s not a bad idea is it dear? After all, they’re probably an 

endangered species. Or there’s that travelling circus? 

 

Norma:  (Tetchy and short) Oh, bring the nets forward then, if you’re going to be 

namby-pamby about it.  

 

(Palace Guard come forward with net. SFX. Loud fierce growling.) 

 

Bear/Freddie:  (Bursts in fiercely roaring and clawing the air; shouts to other bears) Don’t 

just stand there; scare them! You’re bears! Pip & I will take one side; Theo & 

Florella the other.  

 

(Bears x 4 growl fiercely and lumber towards soldiers and crowd, clawing at 

the air. Crowd and soldiers panic and begin retreating) 

 

Norma:  (Shrieks) Look, look, that bear has a scrap of material from Princess Goldilocks 

dress; it’s eaten her!  

 

Voice in crowd 1:  It’s eaten Princess Goldilocks! Run! 

 

Another voice:  How terrible! On her birthday too! I’m coming! 

 

Voice in crowd 2:  I’m off. I didn’t come here to get eaten! 

 

Norma:   Stand your ground you miserable cowards!  

 

Another voice:  He who fights and runs away…ooohhhhhhh 

 

Yet another voice:  Lives to fight another day!! Ohhhhh, wait for me! 
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Major Brown:   Chaos has broken out. I should hop it Princess Norma! 

 

(Soldiers & Crowd thin out and exit in panic and confusion)  

 

Prince Will:  (Nervously) I’ll take the children to safety dear. Come along children.  

 

(Prince Will backs away with Claude & Clothilde. Exit.) 
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Norma:  (To bears menacingly) Very clever; but you’ll regret this! Next time you see 

me, will be your last!  

 

(Bears x 4 chase her growling angrily. Norma exits in hurry. Bears x 4 exit. 

SFX. Sounds of panic & confusion. Silence for a few seconds. Rodney & 

Guard Smith enter riding tandem on hobby horse) 

 

Rodney:  Woah Escargot! (Prince Rodney & Guard Smith dismount) I wonder what all 

that noise was about? They’ve gone anyway, and before we could ask the way to 

Princess Goldilocks birthday party! 

 

Guard Smith:  We’ve had nothing but bad luck with directions! (Shakes head) I don’t know if 

I’m coming, going, or been.  

 

Rodney:   Well I know I haven’t been! At least I can’t remember eating jelly and ice cream. 

 

Guard Smith:  Me neither!; not that the likes of me would be invited to the party. My job was to 

guard the camp, and a fine mess I’ve made of it! I’m going to get in big trouble 

when I get back an’ no mistake. 

 

Rodney:   Cheer up Escargot, it wasn’t your fault. 

 

Guard Smith:   I’m Smith sir, Escargot’s the name of your horse. 

 

Rodney:   Oh, bless my soul, so it is! Well this is a fine mess we’re in, Pickersgill. 

 

Guard Smith:   We’re in Pickersgill?  

 

Rodney:   Yes, that’s what I said isn’t it? 

 

Guard Smith:   Well, if we’re in Pickersgill, I know exactly where we are! 

 

Rodney:   You do! Well that’s wonderful. 

 

Guard Smith:   It’s bloomin’ marvellous; I only wish you’d told me before. 

 

Rodney:   Well I only wish I’d told you before, Saddlebottom! 

 

Guard Smith:  Saddlebottom? But that was miles back! We could have made a turn there. Yes, I 

do wish you’d told me before Saddlebottom!  

 

Rodney:   Well I do apologize for not telling you before, Blatherwick. 

 

Guard Smith:  Oh, don’t tell me we’ve missed Blatherwick an’ all! We could have cut a good 

five mile off the journey at Blatherwick. (Looks around) 

 

Rodney:   Well, I’m sorry, but it’s no use bemoaning what’s gone, Clutterbuck. 

 

Guard Smith:  Clutterbuck! Oh, don’t say we’ve passed by there! We could have stopped at my 

old granny’s for a cup of tea! (Looks around) 

 

Rodney:   But you do know where we are? 

 

Guard Smith:   Yes. There’s a sign over there. It says Piddleton. 

 

Rodney:   Where’s that? 

 



 

Guard Smith:  I haven’t a clue; but if we go back to Clutterbuck, find our way to Blatherwick, 

cut through to Saddlebottom, and look for the sign to Pickersgill, we’ll be alright! 

 

Rodney:   I’ve got a friend in you – (a eureka moment) Smith! That’s your name isn’t it! 

 

Guard Smith:   And I’ve got a friend in you Prince Rodney; do you mind if I call you Rod? 

 

Rodney:   Well it’s better than calling me Nee. 

 

(Prince Rodney the Ridiculous & Guard Smith share singing ‘You’ve Got a 

Friend in Me’ by Randy Newman, or apt alternative.) 

 

(SONG 12: You’ve got a friend in me by Randy Newman) 

 

Rodney:  Marvellous! How about a game of tiddlywinks before we go?  

 

(Rodney exits with hobby horse) 

 

Guard Smith:   Well, it helps pass the time of day, don’t it.  

 

(Smith exits following hobby horse. Lights off.) 
 

  



 

Act 3 

Scene 1 - Princess Norma’s dim room in castle 

 

   (Tabs open. Lights up.) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (In same position as we left him) I’m still here! My arms are killing me, my 

legs have turned to lead, and I’ve got an itchy everything! I’m so uncomfortable, 

that even the flies are landing and taking straight off! And I’m hungry and thirsty 

and need the loo. Apart from that, I’m dandy. (Looks at bunch of grapes he’s 

holding) If I could lower these grapes a bit, I could have a nibble, but I’m 

properly stucco’d. I’ve been trying to communicate with King Harold over there, 

but he can’t understand a word I’m saying, can you King Harold? 

 

(SFX. Voice of parrot: Who’s a pretty boy then?) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Sighs) You are King Harold. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  And Prince Leonard and I aren’t exactly on the same wavelength, are we Prince 

Leonard? 

 

(SFX. Excited monkey screeches.) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Sighs) I quite agree. (To audience) Wouldn’t you think that with three prisoners 

in the room we could come up with an escape plan?  It’s just my luck to get stuck 

with one person who’s been turned into a parrot (interrupted) 

 

(SFX. Voice of parrot: Pieces of eight) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  We’re rich! - And another who’s been turned into a monkey. 

 

(SFX. Monkey chattering.) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  I’m sorry Prince Leonard. It’s just an observation. From your point of view, it’s 

rotten luck being with stuck with someone who’s been turned into a lump of 

clay! (Grumbles) But at least you can scratch your bottom! 

 

(SFX. Monkey chattering crossly.) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Well you can! Oh, I feel terrible, a right old crock! My first secret dangerous 

mission and I’ve let Princess Goldilocks down! They’ll all have left for The 

Terrible Forest of Doom by now, and the Princess doesn’t even have a 

bodyguard! The palace guard are there, but they don’t know what her perilous 

secret agenda is! Princess Norma will be trying to trick her at every turn. 

(Worried) Oh I shall whittle myself down to a tall stem vase with worry! Hello, 

there’s someone coming!  

 

(SFX. Footsteps. Door creaks open. Lacey enters with a tray of fruit) 

 

Lacey:  (Removes cloth cover from parrot cage; puts in a piece of fruit) There you 

go. (Looks at water bowl) Is your water ok? You poo’d in it yesterday, you dirty 

bird.  

 

(SFX. Voice of parrot: Into the longboat with you! Walk the plank!)  

 

Lacey:  And the same to you, with knobs on! (Removes cloth cover from monkey cage; 

puts in a piece of fruit) Here, and don’t throw your banana skin on the floor 

today; it’s naughty. 



 

 

(SFX. Monkey chattering crossly.) 

 

Lacey:    It’s alright for you! It’s me that has to clear up! (Walks towards door) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Have you got anything for me? I haven’t been naughty. 

 

(Lacey stops and looks around) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  I’m over here; boy with grapes statue, in classical pose. 

 

Lacey:    (Stares) I haven’t got any instructions about you. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  No instructions? I’m sure Princess Norma must have left a note somewhere 

saying, feed statue full English breakfast, a roast dinner, and a nice big plate of 

sandwiches and cakes for tea. (Nods at glass in hand) With a sparkling 

something or other in this glass here.  
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Lacey:    No. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  She’ll be cross if I’ve starved when she comes back.  

 

Lacey:    I’ll ask cook to put what we have on a plate. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Oh, goody goody; what’s that? 

 

Lacey:    Dried bread and water. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Is that all you get?  

 

Lacey:    Yes, unless we catch a rat. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  That’s potty! Speaking of which, you couldn’t bring me one could you? 

Otherwise it’ll be you who’s got to clean up! 

 

(Lacey goes to leave) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Wait a minute! You seem to have a rotten job here.  

 

Lacey:  I’m not saying anything! It’s a job! Princess Norma says I don’t know which side 

my bread’s buttered on.  

 

Boy Wednesday:  But you don’t get any butter! 

 

Lacey:    That’s why I don’t know which side it’s buttered on. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Look, all jobs aren’t like this! If you help me, I’ll ask Princess Goldilocks to ask 

her mum and dad to give you a better job. The food’s lovely at King (looks down 

at himself and studiously avoids saying King Bob and Queen Pat) – the royal 

palace. You get jam on your bread for a start, as well as butter. You see 

(importantly) I’m the princess’ personal bodyguard. 

 

Lacey:    (Stares in amazement) What are you doing here then? 
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Boy Wednesday:  I do wish you hadn’t asked that!  

 

Lacey:    Can I have some of those grapes? 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Yes of course, just pop one or two in my mouth will you. 

 

(Lacey puts a couple of grapes in Boy Wednesday’s mouth; pulls whole 

bunch of grapes loose, and exits holding and munching grapes) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Calls) Was that a yes, you’ll help me? (Sighs) I think that was a no. He could 

see which side his bread was buttered! (Looks up at his hand where the grapes 

were.) I feel a right fool standing here like this. Boy without grapes statue, in 

classical pose! 

 

(If possible, a banana skin is thrown and lands in Boy Wednesday’s hand 

where grapes were; or it could just hit Boy Wednesday) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Thanks a bunch! 

 

(SFX. Monkey chattering as if laughing. Tabs close. Lights off.) 

 

 

  



 

Scene 2 – Front of tabs 

 

(Princess Norma, Prince Will, Claude & Clothilde enter. Norma her family 

help her clamber on top of a soap box to make an announcement. Palace 

Guard enter. Crowd enter) 

 

Norma:  (Addresses the crowd) I have an important announcement to make. For those of 

you who don’t know, I’m afraid that Princess Goldilocks has been eaten by a 

bear. 

 

(Crowd shocked hubbub) 
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Norma:  It’s true. All that remains of her is a blue sash. We will observe a short period of 

mourning. (Five seconds mourning. Brisk) Right, that’s enough; life has to go 

on! In the absence of King Bob (all except Princess Norma and Prince Will, 

bob) and Queen Pat (all except Princess Norma & Prince Will do pat-a-cake) 

- please don’t do that  - I, Princess Norma declare myself Regent Ad Interim.  

 

Voice in Crowd 1:  Is that a website? 

 

Norma:  Which means that in this national crisis, I appoint myself as monarch, and will 

handle the running of the country. Henceforth, you will take your orders from 

me. 

 

Prince Will:   Or your husband dear. 

 

Norma:   Or my husband dear, I mean my dear husband. 

 

Major Brown:  Excuse me Princess Norma, but King Bob (all except Princess Norma & Prince 

Will bob) and Queen Pat –  

 

(All apart from Princess Norma & Prince Will pat-a-cake.) 

 

Norma:   (Interrupting) Please don’t do that!  

 

Major Brown:  (Perseveres) …will return as soon as they are informed of the tragedy, and so ….  

 

Norma:  (interrupting) I will inform them as soon as I have a moment! The country 

doesn’t run itself you know! And there are a number of changes that need to be 

made that are long overdue.  

 

Voice in Crowd 1:  What sort of changes? 

 

Norma:   Who dares to address me so rudely? Speak up! Where are you? 

 

(No-one speaks) 

 

Norma:  Well, you can all stay behind until someone owns up! If anyone wishes to 

address me, it will be as Queen Norma, and don’t anyone forget it!  

 

Prince Will:   And King Will dear. 

 

Norma:  And King Will dear. And King Will. Changes coming into immediate effect will 

be increased taxation to 80 pence in the pound.  
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Voice in Crowd 1:  That’s disgraceful! 

 

Norma:  90 pence in the pound! As your new Queen, I require the royal palace totally 

redecorating, with gold leaf and silver leaf.  

 

Voice in Crowd 2:  What about tax re-lief? 

 

Norma:  (Snaps) None at all! And you will all take turns to do National Service. Six 

months out of each year you will serve me at the royal palace as chandelier light 

bulb changers, bubble bath runners, crown jewel polishers, boot lickers, and 

other essential work. You are dismissed. No wait! You will sing the National 

Anthem, naming myself as monarch of course! 

 

(Crowd there is a whispering, then crowd sing first verse ‘God Save King 

Bob and Queen Pat’ to tune of ‘God Save the Queen’. Exit.) 

 

Norma:   (Shrieks after them) Ninety-five pence in the pound! 

 

Prince Will:   Maybe you came on a bit strong dear? 

 

Norma:  Strong? Ha, I haven’t started yet!  

 

(Norma tries inelegantly to get down from soap box, and family have to help 

her down. Princess Norma/Prince Will/Claude & Clothilde exit. Lights off.) 

 

 

  



 

Scene 3 - The Terrible Forest of Doom 

 

(Tabs open. Lights up. Bear/Pipkin picking flowers and humming absently. 

Rodney enters and quietly stands gazing in admiration. Bear/Pipkin sees 

him. Surprised and frightened, turns to run) 

 

Rodney:   Oh stay, do please stay! 

 

(Bear/Pipkin stops and turns cautiously) 

 

Rodney:   Perfect, absolutely perfect! 

 

Bear/Pipkin:   What is? 

 

Rodney:   You are. 

 

Bear/Pipkin:   You’re joking! – Oh - you can understand me? 

 

Rodney:  Of course, I can; I feel like I’ve known you all my life! As if all my whole life 

has been leading up to this one glorious moment. 

 

Bear/Pipkin:   You’re not being cruel? You’re not on the bear hunt are you, trying to trap me? 

 

Rodney:  No, of course not. I’m against bear hunts. I never allow bear hunts in my 

enormous kingdom; bears need somewhere to live. 

 

Bear/Pipkin:   Oh, you’re so sweet! 
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Rodney:   Prince Rodney at your service fair maiden. 

 

Bear/Pipkin:  Oh, how lovely! No-one’s ever said that to me before. (Looks down at herself) 

But, but, I’m a bear! However, can you bear to look at me! 

 

Rodney:  There’s nothing wrong with you, you’re lovely; a bit hairy, but love isn’t just a 

superficial thing. (Recites and enacts Sonnet 130 by William Shakespeare) 

 

My mistress' eyes are nothing like the sun; 

Coral is far more red than her lips' red; 

If snow be white, why then her breasts are dun; 

If hairs be wires, black wires grow on her head. 

I have seen roses damasked, red and white, 

But no such roses see I in her cheeks; 

And in some perfumes is there more delight 

Than in the breath that from my mistress reeks. 

I love to hear her speak, yet well I know 

That music hath a far more pleasing sound; 

I grant I never saw a goddess go; 

My mistress, when she walks, treads on the ground. 

And yet, by heaven, I think my love as rare 

As any she belied with false compare. 

 

Bear/Pipkin:  (Delightedly) That’s the nicest backhanded compliment I’ve ever received! 

You’re a keeper! 
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Rodney:  Oh no, no, I should hate to be a keeper! I don’t agree with keeping bears in zoos! 

 

Bear/Pipkin:  (Laughs) Oh I didn’t mean that! I mean how strange that we should like each 

other so very much; me a bear and you a man. 

 

(Rodney sings, ‘You Were Made for Me’, or apt alternative. Both enact) 

 

(SONG13. You were made for me by Mitch Murray) 

 

Guard Smith:   (Arrives on the hobby horse. Shouts.) Bear! 

 

(Bear/Pipkin gasps and runs away) 

 

Rodney:   I know it’s a bear; but only a little one! And now you’ve frightened her away! 

 

Guard Smith:   A little bear can eat quite a lot, Rod. 

 

Rodney: I’ve got this overwhelming funny feeling that she isn’t a bear. I mean bears can’t 

talk, can they? Oh, and I didn’t even get to ask her name! 

 

Guard Smith:  (To self as an aside) I don’t know that it would have done you a lot of good with 

your memory! (Solicitously to Prince) I think perhaps you’ve had too much sun 

today Rod. We must be nearly at Clutterbuck by now. Let’s stop at the next 

stream and have a nice drink, shall we? Come along now, gently does it. 

 

Rodney:   And then Struthers; we’ll find my bear.  

 

Guard Smith: Ooh in that case we’ll stay well away from Struthers, and take another route! Do 

you want a turn to ride? 

 

Rodney:   No, you ride Red Rum, my heart’s too full.  

 

Guard Smith:   Game of tiddlywinks to take your mind of it?  

 

Rodney:   No, no, I couldn’t possibly tiddle a single wink at the moment. 

 

Guard Smith:  He must be in love. Oh dear! What am I talking about! I must have sunstroke an’ 

all! 

 

(Rodney walking in a daze; exits. Guard Smith riding hobby horse in daze; 

exits. Lights off. Tabs close.) 

 

  



 

Scene 4 - The Terrible Forest of Doom 

 

(Lights up. Tabs open. Throughout Guard Smith’s scenes with bears, he 

can’t understand what they’re saying. He looks bemused when bears are 

speaking to each other and to Prince Rodney & Princess Goldilocks.)  
 

Guard Smith:  (Speaks to audience) I used to think my biggest worry was if Sergeant Major 

Brown picked me up on my uniform. Now suddenly I’m propelled into this 

dream world of talking bears! I can’t understand a single growl they’re saying, 

but Prince Rodney says he can. I’m going to wake up in a minute! Please let me 

wake up in a minute!  

 

(Rodney enters. Bear/Prince Freddie & Goldilocks enter riding tandem on 

Prince Rodney’s hobby horse)  

 

Bear/Freddie:  Straight ahead. Not far now. (To Princess Goldilocks) How’s your ankle my 

sweet?  

 

Goldilocks:  It’s feeling much better now it’s rested. I couldn’t have walked all this way. (To 

Prince Rodney) Thank goodness we bumped into you and Guard Smith, and 

your wonderful horse Sea Biscuit. (Pats hobby horse) It is Sea Biscuit isn’t it? 

 

Palace Guard Smith:  (To self) Only recently!  

 

Bear/Freddie:   (To Goldilocks) I came straight back for you after we’d escaped the bear hunt.  

 

Rodney:  (To Prince Freddie) And you’re sure it was Princess Norma who changed you 

into bears?  

 

Bear/Freddie:  When she cast a spell on us two years ago, she was in disguise, but as soon as I 

saw her today, I was certain.   

 

Rodney:   What a rotter! 

 

Goldilocks:   She’s always been a social climber, but to turn you into bears!  

 

Bear/Freddie:   Or bear skins! 
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Goldilocks:  How can she be so cruel? I can barely believe it! She must really be a witch, 

mustn’t she? How horrible to think I’ve got the witch gene in my forbears! 

 

Rodney:  (Positively) I’ve got all kinds of odd things in my family tree too! But you just 

have to let the jolly good overcome them! 

 

(All sing a few verses of ‘Look on the Bright Side of Life’ by Eric Idle or apt 

alternative.) 

 

(SONG 13. Always look on the bright side of life by Eric Idle.) 

 

(Three Bears come rushing in) 

 

Bear/Pipkin:   Goldie! 

 

Bear/Florella:   Goldie! 
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Goldilocks:  Pip! Florrie! (Gets off hobby horse and goes to greet them very 

enthusiastically) Oh darlings, give me a great big bear hug! 

(Bear/Pipkin, Bear/Florella and Goldilocks go into big group hug with lots 

mmms and aaahs from Goldilocks and growling of pleasure from bears) 

 

Goldilocks:   (Gasps for breath) Aaaaah, not too tight!  

 

(They form into a looser huddle) 

 

Bear/Theodore:  (To Freddie) I’m glad you’re safe Freddie old man; I was worried about you. 

How’s your arm? 

 

Bear/Freddie:   Oh, bearing up, you know Theo, bearing up.   

 

Goldilocks:  I’ll clean it for you. It’s hard for you to do, with your poor paws! (Goes into a 

sort of trance) I’ll pick some flowering yarrow, grind it down, and make a 

poultice for your arm. Then I’ll look for a bees’ nest for a little honey to put on to 

help it heal. (Gives herself a shake. Amazed at herself) Oh – oh how on earth 

did I know that? 

 

Guard Smith:  (Unworldly) Perhaps it’s that there’s witchcraft in your genes Your Highness! 

My old granny that lives in Clutterbuck back there (Points one way, and then 

another) knows all the cures and charms for this and that. (Practical) She only 

uses her knowledge for good, mind you.  

 

Bear/Pipkin:  (Shyly to Prince Rodney) It’s lovely to see you again. I remember you used to 

come to our birthday parties, and I hoped you’d ask if you could tiddle my wink. 

But mummy and daddy always wanted you to play with Goldie. 

 

Rodney:   I remember! My, you’ve grown! Your name’s Princess Escar - Pipkin! 

 

Bear/Pipkin:   (Pushes him playfully) Oh, you are a tease! 

 

Rodney:  (To group) This is my friend, Palace Guard Smith. I’d been hunting high and 

low for the birthday party Princess Goldilocks, when I bumped into Smithy here. 

(To Guard Smith) Oh I say, Popplepoop, I’m doing rather well at name 

remembering, aren’t I? 

 

Rodney:   Not particularly sire. 

 

Bear/Florella:   (Bursts out) But you don’t know the awful news yet do you! 

 

Goldilocks:   What awful news? 

 

Bear/Florella:  (To Princess Goldilocks) We were hiding in the woods, when we overheard an 

old woods-woman say that Aunty Norma has taken over the kingdom. She’s told 

everyone the bears have eaten you, and all that’s left is your blue sash. She’s 

making slaves of everyone, and the palace guard just don’t know who to obey. 

She’s even got them digging dungeons to put anyone in who doesn’t agree with 

her! 

 

Goldilocks:  I must return immediately; not you darlings; you’re bears and would be in great 

danger.  

 

Rodney:  (To Guard Smith) We’ll go as well won’t we Darling? We’re all for a righteous 

battle! 



 

 

Guard Smith:   (Very doubtfully) Are we darling? 

 

Bear/Theodore:  It’s not a good idea for any of us to go back. Princess Norma and Prince Will are 

dangerous. They’ll find any excuse to get us of the way. She’ll probably turn you 

into a bear too Prince Rodney, and try and claim that throne. (To Guard Smith) 

And she’d have to turn you into something as well, to cover her tracks. 

 

Rodney:  Oh, well I say, Pa would be vexed! He’s counting on me taking over as king one 

day. And you wouldn’t like to be turned into a snail would you Smithy? 

 

Guard Smith:  (Surprised) No, I would not! And my old granny would be very annoyed! I’d 

probably eat her lettuce! 

 

Bear/Freddie:  Theo’s right. If we remain as bears Prince Will, will inherit the throne after dad 

dies. The more heirs they can get out of the way, the more kingdoms they can get 

their hands on; heir today, gone tomorrow. 

 

Goldilocks:  But I can show the people and the Palace Guard, that I’m alive! I’ll tell them all 

about Aunty Norma; how she’s changed the heirs to local thrones into bears! And 

mummy and daddy will be back in a few days anyhow. They’ll banish her 

forever! 

 

Bear/Theodore:  Princess Norma will tell the people you’ve gone mad, and lock you up in a deep 

dark dungeon. Remember she’s a witch! We can’t fight her kind of dark magic! 

Now she’s got started, there’ll be no stopping her! Who knows what they’ve got 

lined up for your mother and father!  
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Bear/Pipkin:  Oh oh, don’t say that! What can we do? I feel so helpless as a bear. We’ll be 

stuck here in this dark forest forever. 

 

Bear/Florella:   (Sadly) I wonder how long bears live for? 

 

Bear/Theodore:  (Holds Florella’s paw.) That depends on whether they’re made into fur coats or 

not. 

 

   (Lights off. Tabs Closed.) 
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Scene 5 – Front of tabs 

 

(Lights up. King Bob and Queen Pat enter wearing sombreros, flip flops, 

and with beach ball) 

 

Hotel Manager:  (Scurries on holding envelope; Spanish accent) Perdon Keeng Bob (bobs) and 

Queen Pat (pat-a-cake), there ees ee henvelope for you. 

 

Queen Pat:   A henvelope?  

 

King Bob:   Envelope dear. Are you sure? We’re not expecting any mail.  

 

Hotel Manager:  (Reads envelope) Keeeng Bob (bobs) and Queen Pat (pat-a-cake), care of 

‘oteira Maravilloso. Eet was hat reception. 

 

King Bob:   Hat reception? Funny place to leave a henvelope. 

 

Queen Pat:   At reception dear. Thank you, Manuel, muchas gracias. 

 

Hotel Manager:  (Beams and hands envelope to Queen Pat) Siempre un placer! Buen Dia.  

 

King Bob:   (Pleased with self) Tu perro tiere pulgas. 

 

Hotel Manager:  (Surprised) No es un perro limpio. (Exits looking puzzled) 

 

King Bob:  You see, I’m conversing in Spanish already. I can recommend this online course 

to you my dear. 

 

Queen Pat:   But why would I want to know if his dog had fleas? 

 

King Bob:   Oh dear! Is that what I said? 

 

Queen Pat:   I think so. What can this letter be about? I do hope nothing’s wrong! 

 

King Bob:   Open it and we’ll know. 

 

Queen Pat:  (Opens envelope and reads letter) ‘Dear Mummy and Daddy, I’m having a 

lovely time, so lovely that you should not come home for at least three months, 

probably much longer. I’m practising being queen for when you retire, and 

playing lots of tiddlywinks with Prince Rodney. Aunty Norma and Uncle Will 

are being lovely to me, and I’m having such fun with Claude and Clothilde. From 

your affectionate firstborn daughter Princess Goldilocks.’ 

 

King Bob:   It’s not in her handwriting. 

 

Queen Pat:   Perhaps she’s so busy she dictated it? 

 

King Bob:   The camping holiday has obviously drawn them all closer.  

 

Queen Pat:  That’s nice – but – it doesn’t really sound like Goldilocks does it? I mean – I feel 

– (breaks off) 

 

King Bob:   Yes? 

 

Queen Pat:  I don’t know; but Boy Wednesday and the Palace Guard are there to protect her, 

aren’t they? We’ve no need to worry – have we? 

 



 

King Bob:   That’s right, there’s no need to worry. Shall I tell the manager we’re staying on?  

 

Queen Pat:   Yes, but don’t ask him if his dog has fleas again. 

 

(Queen exits. King Bob exits thoughtfully bouncing beach ball. Lights off.) 
 

  



 

Scene 6 – Front of tabs 

 

   (Lights up. Guards enter dejectedly) 

 

Major Brown:  This is a right how do you do, and no mistake! I don’t know how Princess 

Goldilocks came to be in The Terrible Forest of Doom, or worse still, eaten by a 

bear. 

 

Sergeant Green:  Poor Princess Goldilocks! I feel terrible! As if we’ve let her down! 

 

Corporal Pink:  Me too. And we’re going to be for it when King Bob (all bob) and Queen Pat 

(all pat-a-cake) come back. 

 

Major Brown:   A fate worse than death is what we’ll have! 

 

Guard Evans:  It feels like a fate worse than death we’re having now, with Princess Norma and 

her lot!  

 

Guard Jones:  You know what I had to do this morning? Sweep up her toe nail clippings. It was 

horrible. 

 

Guard Miller:   That’s nothing; I had to empty the potties from under their beds! That was worse! 

 

Guard Gordon:  I had to clean her dog’s teeth. Tartar. 

 

Guard Bennet:  She is,a right tartar. 

 

Guard Gordon:  That an’ all! 

 

Major Brown:  Princess Norma got us all started on the bear hunt. If we hadn’t all gone off on 

the bear hunt, we could have kept a better eye on Princess Goldilocks. All down 

the line, we’ve been led down the garden path.  

 

Guard Green:   And around the houses! 

 

Guard Pink:   And round the bend! 

 

Guard Evans:   And up a blind alley. 

 

Guard Miller:   And up a gum tree! 

 

Guard Jones:   A merry dance! 

 

Major Brown:  Still, when King Bob (all bob) and Queen Pat (pat-a-cake) get back, they’ll take 

charge again.  

 

Sergeant Green:  And we’ll have a fate worse than death! 

 

Corporal Pink:   That’s right. 

 

(Guards all sigh unhappily) 

 

Major Brown:   Look lively lads; here come the brats. 

 

(Claude & Clothildeenter)  

 

Claude:   Mother says you should salute us when we enter the room!  



 

 

Clothilde:   Yes. Salute us! 

 

Major Brown:  Oh, we don’t have to practice saluting; we’re perfect at saluting. I bet you can’t 

salute though! 

 

Claude:   (Boastfully) Of course I can! I can do anything! (Makes a sloppy salute) 

 

Clothilde:  (Boastfully) And so can I, if you’d like to know! Girls are as good as boys! 

(Makes a sloppy salute) 

 

Major Brown:  Call those salutes! If you were on parade you’d get into big trouble for those 

sloppy salutes. In fact, I wouldn’t even call them salutes, would you Sergeant 

Green? 

 

Sergeant Green:  No, I wouldn’t call them salutes Sergeant Major Brown. They looked more like 

they were batting flies to me. 

 

Guard Bennet:  Shall I show them how it’s done sir? 

 

Sergeant Green:   Yes, go on Bennet; show them how a real soldier should salute. 

 

(Guard Bennet stands up straight, clicks heels and makes a very elaborate 

salute) 
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Corporal Pink:  That’s how you salute. (Instructs Claude & Clothilde) What you need to do is 

stand up straight and proud; don’t slouch like rice puddings. Now click your 

heels together and put your right arm up the longest way to one inch above your 

right eye, and then put your arm down the shortest way.  

 

(Claude & Clothilde practise)  

 

Corporal Pink:  Right arm. Right arm. Keep your hand open to the front, fingers together. You 

both salute to me. That’s it. Now you’ve learned something.  

 

Major Brown:   How would you like to learn something else that we do in the army? 

 

Clothilde:   What? 

 

Major Brown:   Boot cleaning. 

 

Claude:   Boot cleaning! We’ve got servants to do that! 

 

Sergeant Green:  They don’t do a military clean! Very few people can do a military clean! I don’t 

know if we should let them into the secret do you Corporal Pink? 

 

Clothilde:   Tell us the secret or we’ll throw you in the deep dark dungeons! 

 

Corporal Pink:  What do you think about revealing the secrets of the bull polish Sergeant Major? 

 

Major Brown:   Well they’ve twisted our arms. Take your boots off Gordon, and show them. 
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Guard Gordon:  (Takes boots off, opens tins of polish; gets brushes) What you does, is brush 

‘em clean, put polish on, buff it up, a damp cloth, more polish, and then buff it up 

again; and don’t forget the secret ingredient. 

 

Claude:   What’s that? 

 

Guard Gordon:  Elbow grease. 

 

Clothilde:   What’s that? 

 

Guard Gordon:  It comes out your elbow when you’re working hard enough. You take one boot, 

and you take the other. Make sure all the polish is brushed off at the end. When 

you’ve finished you should be able to see your face in ‘em. 

 

(Claude & Clothilde take a boot each, and apply polish and start brushing 

energetically. Norma enters behind Claude and Clothilde.) 

 

Norma:  (Stops, stares) What on earth do you think you’re doing! 

 

Clothilde:  Learning the military brush off. Look. (Turns to show off boot; her face is 

streaked with boot polish) 

 

Claude:   Look at mine! (Turns to show off boot: his face is smeared with boot polish) 

 

Norma:  (Snatches boots and holds on to them; to Claude & Clothilde) Never ever let 

me see you doing manual labour again! Now go and throw rotten apples at the 

people in the stocks! 

 

(Claude & Clothilde exit looking a bit upset) 

 

Norma:  (Waves boots and shouts at palace guard) And you can go and finish digging 

the deep dark dungeons; and when you’ve finished, lock yourselves up in them! 

Get out! Get out!  

 

Major Brown:   Right lads. By the left. You know the regimental song. 

 

(All Palace Guard march off smartly singing ‘We’re the Soldiers of the 

Queen’ (King), bobbing defiantly) 

 

Norma:  (Hurls one boot after them, and then the other; shouts after them) And throw 

away the key!! (To audience) You’ve no idea how trying it is being a wicked 

witch! I sense no sympathy? Well I didn’t expect it from you! You’ve been 

trained from an early age to side with the goodies; handsome princes, beautiful 

princesses, downtrodden servants. It’s not fair! They always end up getting what 

they want; crowns, kingdoms, riches beyond measure, happiness, cheers, 

applause. But what do we get?; houses falling down on us, dissolved in water, 

banished, shrivelled up, blown away, eaten, splatted, boos, hisses. (Shivers) But 

this pantomime isn’t going to end like that; oh no, and do you know why? Well, 

as you’re not going to ask, I’ll tell you; it’s because I’m special! It’s because I’m 

the witch who’s going to win! (Shrieks) You’ll see, you’ll see. (Evil laugh) 

 

(Norma exits. Lights off.) 
 

  



 

Scene 7 - Princess Norma’s castle 

 

(Tabs remain closed. Lights up. Four Bears, Goldilocks, Prince Rodney & 

Guard Smith enter stealthily) 

 

Goldilocks:  Oh, I do hope that Boy Wednesday is here in the castle. Something dreadful must 

have caused him to go missing, and the answer must be inside! Once we’ve 

rescued him, we’ll bring him back to tell everyone about Aunty Norma being a 

witch, and the dreadful deeds she’s done.  

 

Bear/Freddie:  You and Smithy guard the outside, Prince Rodney. Give a special whistle if 

anyone comes. 

 

Rodney: I’ve got lots of special whistles. (Gets a few from pocket) Blackbird, skylark, 

cuckoo, a dog whistle, a Christmas cracker whizzer. (Blows out party blower) 

I’m sure Smithy has a few up his sleeve too. 

 

(Guard Smith looks up his sleeve)  

 

Bear/Pipkin:  Have you got an owl whistle? Owls don’t hoot in the day, so if we hear one, 

we’ll know it’s you. 

 

Rodney:   Have you got an owl hoot Smithy?  

 

Guard Smith:  (To audience) Have you ever felt like a right tuwhit? (Cups hands together and 

makes owl noise) 

 

Bear/Freddie:   Splendid. 

 

Bear/Pipkin:   If there are servants inside, they’ll run away when they see us.  
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Bear/Theodore:  That’s one advantage of being a bear. 

 

Bear/Florella:  Oh, I do hope I can be turned back into a girl again! But I don’t see why Aunty 

Norma should turn us back. She wants to get rid of us so she can have the throne! 

 

Bear/Freddie:   (Comfortingly) One step at a time. One step at a time. 

 

(Prince Rodney the Ridiculous, Guard Smith, Goldilocks, Princess Pipkin, 

Prince Theodore, Princess Florella start walking, taking one exaggerated 

step at a time. Bear/Freddie stares at them, scratches head, then joins in at 

the back. All exit.) 
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Scene 8 - Room in Princess Norma’s castle 

 

   (Lights up. Tabs open. Boy Wednesday enters) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (To audience) I’m still here, although I need dusting. I’ve had my dried bread 

and water, and declined the ear of dried rat; although my friend down here 

(indicates the dog) wasn’t so fussy. I’ve named him Dog Friday, because I’m 

worried about his weak end. I bet Princess Goldilocks is wondering where I’ve 

got to. I hope she doesn’t think I’ve chickened out – oooh a boiled egg would be 

lovely! Or done a runner – even a runner bean would be welcome! I hope she 

hasn’t gone into The Terrible Forest of Doom on her own. What if she’s 

disappeared like her sisters? I can’t bear to think about it.  

 

(SFX. Shouts. Running feet. Door creaks open. Four bears lumber in)  

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Alarmed) Bears! What are bears doing in here? Am I edible? I’m a statue? Do 

bears eat statues? – (Looks down at toy dog) Dog Friday! Quick! Hide! 

 

 (Goldilocks enters) 

 

Goldilocks:   (looks around) Oh dear, he doesn’t seem to be in here either!  

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Shouts out warning) Watch out Princess Goldilocks; there are bears! Get out of 

the room quickly! 

 

Goldilocks:  Boy Wednesday? Where are you? (Looks around room, spots him and hurries 

up to him) Oh no! Aunty Norma’s turned you into an ugly gargoyle!  

 

Boy Wednesday:  A statue, classical, please! Although my face has probably got a contorted look 

right now! The bears are behind you! 

 

Goldilocks:   Oh, they’re not bears! There’s no need to be frightened.  

 

Bear/Pipkin:   Hello Boy Wednesday. We’ve come to rescue you! 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Why is it growling, and baring its teeth then! 

 

Goldilocks:   Can’t you understand it? 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Yes! It says it wants to eat us! 

 

Goldilocks:  (Laughs) Oh no she doesn’t; it’s my sister, Princess Pipkin! She’s saying hello, 

and she’s smiling. (Introduces other bears) And this is my other sister Princess 

Florella. (Gestures) Prince Freddie and Prince Theo are King Albert’s sons. 

Aunty Norma changed them all into bears, the same as she’s changed you into a 

horrible gargoyle, I mean classical statue. She’s power mad, and after all the 

thrones of the local monarchs. We need to change you all back again.  

 

Boy Wednesday:  While you’re at it, there’s two others in here who need changing back. The parrot 

in the cage over there is King Harold. He doesn’t talk much sense. 

 

(SFX. Parrot squawks.) 

 

Goldilocks:   Oh, thank you. It’s nice to see you too King Harold. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  You can understand him? 

 



 

Goldilocks:   Yes. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  What did he say? 

 

Goldilocks:   He said he’s pleased to see somebody sensible for a change! 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Charming! And that noisy young monkey over there is Prince Leonard. 

 

(SFX. Monkey chattering. Goldilocks giggles) 

 

Boy Wednesday: What did he say? 

 

Goldilocks:  He said nuts to you too!... (Urgently) Boy Wednesday, think carefully! Can you 

remember the spell that turned you into a statue? Perhaps if we say it backwards, 

it might turn you back again. 

 

Boy Wednesday:  It’s worth a throw. It was the name of a pot; oh, what was it? 
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Bear/Freddie:   Was it, Royal Doulton? 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Growl again? I mean come again?  

 

Goldilocks:   Freddie asked if it was Royal Doulton? 

 

Boy Wednesday:  No. 

 

Bear/Florella:   A mixing bowl? 

 

Goldilocks:   Florella asked if it was a mixing bowl? 

 

Boy Wednesday:  No, it wasn’t that. 

 

Bear/Theodore:  Crown Derby? 

 

Goldilocks:   Prince Theo asked if it was Crown Derby? 

 

Boy Wednesday:  No. 

 

Goldilocks:   How about a milk jug?  

 

Boy Wednesday:  No, I’m afraid not.   

 

(SFX. Parrot squawks) 

 

Goldilocks:   Prince Harold asks if it was a plant pot? 

 

Boy Wednesday:  No; it wasn’t any of those. 

 

(SFX. Monkey chattering.) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  What did Prince Leonard say? 

 

Goldilocks:   (Giggles) He asked if it was a mug? 
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Boy Wednesday:  Thanks Prince Leonard! 

 

Bear/Freddie:   We need help. We could ask the audience to help us! 

 

Bear/Theodore:  Can they understand us? 

 

Bear/Freddie:  I think so. They look as if they’ve got a few witch or wizard genes. (To 

audience) Can you understand us? 

 

(Awaits audience reaction) 

 

Bear/Pipkin:  Will you shout out the names of any pottery you can think of please, to jog Boy 

Wednesday’s memory? 

 

(Bear/Florella repeat names the audience are suggesting. If Capodimonte is 

called, Boy Wednesday responds immediately with ‘That’s it! That’s it! 

Thank you!’ If they don’t, go into dialogue below) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  I need to put my thinking cap on. That’s it! That’s it! 

 

Goldilocks:   What, thinking cap? 

 

Boy Wednesday:  No; it’s Capodimonte!  

 

Bear/Pipkin:  (To audience) If we say Capo di Monte backwards, do you think it might undo 

the spell? 

 

(Awaits audience reaction. SFX. Hooting of owl, three times.) 

 

Goldilocks:   It’s the warning whistle! That means Aunty Norma’s coming!  

 

(SFX. Hooting of owl, three times, closely followed by all kinds of different 

whistles ending in party blower.) 

 

Goldilocks:   Oh, dear! We must be quick!  

 

Bear/Florella:   (Urgently to audience) On the count of three. One, two, three…. 

 

(Audience hopefully join in and shout out)  

 

Princess Goldilocks: (Together) MontediCapo! 

4 Bears:  (Together) MontediCapo! 

Boy Wednesday: (Together) MontediCapo! 

 

Goldilocks:   (To Boy Wednesday, hopeful) Can you move? Has it worked? 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Struggles hard, but cannot move) No, I’m sorry. 

 

Bear/Theodore:  Perhaps if we say the words backwards, and back to front too? (To audience) 

Will you help us to say it backwards, and back to front? 

 

(Audience hopefully say ‘yes’) 
 

Bear/Theodore:  (To audience) On the count of three. One, two, three…. 

 

Princess Goldilocks: (Together) Etnom id opac! 

4 Bears:  (Together) Etnom id opac! 



 

Boy Wednesday:  (Together; make it a bit of a muddle) Etnom id opac!  

 

(All look at Boy Wednesday)  

 

Boy Wednesday: (Struggles hard but can’t move) Sorry! 

 

Bear/Freddie:   Try on your own Goldie; remember the magic in your genes!  

 

Bear/Florella:   Yes. Say it properly! Like a spell! 

 

Goldilocks:  (Stands up straight, composes herself, and gesturing at Boy Wednesday, says 

very dramatically) Etnom id opac!  

 

(SFX. Loud creaking of door. Norma, Prince Will, Clothilde and Claude 

enter) 

 

Norma:  (Gives a very loud cackle) You fools! Do you really think you can undo my 

magic? That can only be done by me alone, and I’m certainly not going to do 

that! At long last I’ve got you all in the right place; in my clutches! 

 

Prince Will:   In our clutches my sweet. 
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Norma:  In our clutches my sweet… In our clutches! And don’t think about doing 

anything foolish! I’ve got the castle surrounded by my loyal palace guard! Your 

ridiculous friend, ridiculous Prince Rodney the Ridiculous has been removed by 

force, suffering from what I diagnosed as sunstroke; talking bears indeed! And 

I’ve ordered Guard Smith to be put on a charge of being drunk and disorderly; 

he’s rabbiting on about bears too!  

 

Goldilocks:  The palace guard aren’t loyal to you! They’re loyal to mummy, daddy, Pipkin, 

Florella and me! 

 

Norma:  The palace guard think you’re all dead my dears! I must organise a funeral, when 

I’ve got a minute! I’m the reigning monarch now of Norma-ndy! You like the 

name?  

 

Princess Pipkin:  Mummy and daddy aren’t dead! They’ll be back soon! 

 

Norma:  When they travel home via a little diversion I’ve carefully set up, through The 

Terrible Forest of Doom, there may come sad news that they’ve unfortunately 

been eaten by bears too 

 

Bear/Theodore:  Our father, King Albert, hasn’t been eaten by bears, and when he hears about… 

(interrupted) 

 

Norma:  (Holds up hand) Give me time! A recuperative stroll in The Terrible Forest of 

Doom to meet his two long lost sons, should do the trick! There is actually one 

very fierce bear, escaped from a circus, living in the forest. 

 

Bear/Freddie:  Old Scarface! 

 

(Norma evil long, long cackle) 
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Prince Will:  (To Princess Norma. Slightly unnerved) Do you think you’re coming on a bit 

strong dear? 

 

Norma:  Strong! Ha, I haven’t even begun! I will rule Norma-ndy, that’s ex Bobitania, 

and then I will sit on the throne of Albertania, which I will re-name Norma-

ntania..and then.. (interrupted)  

 

Prince Will:   With me dear. 

 

Norma:  Oh, if you insist, dear! (To Claude) And when you eventually take over, and rule 

the world, you’ll have your father and I, as your proud forbears!   

 

Claude:   (Sulky) I don’t want you as my proud forbears. I want to be a palace guard! 

 

Clothilde:   Me too! It’s boring being royal! 

 

Norma:  (Looks about to swoon, then recovers composure) Well, you can have some of 

your very own palace guard to play with dear.  

 

Claude:   That’s not the same! 

 

Norma:   (Persuasively) You can be Colonel in Chief! I’ll give you a nice badge! 

 

Clothilde:   I want a nice badge too!  

 

Prince Will:   (Suggests brightly) How about you both have your own regiments? 

 

Bear/Freddie:  (To Claude and Clothilde) You need to earn your stripes for it to mean 

anything! If things are handed to you on a plate, they’re worthless!  

 

Norma:   Rubbish! King Bob, my lucky brother, had the crown handed to him on a plate! 

 

Bear/Florella:  Yes, but he and mummy work very hard for Bobitania and the people, and 

they’re loved.  

 

Norma:  Loved? Loved? I don’t want to be loved! I want power! And you don’t think 

Claude and Clothilde can understand you, do you? You’re just growling to them. 

You need a very special sort of magic to understand animal talk, and perform 

great spells. That’s why I’m special! 

 

Goldilocks:   But you can be special by performing great good spells!  

 

Norma:  (Leers nastily) Do you know, that did occur to me! And do you know what, I 

rejected it! And why? Because you never get what you want when you’re good! I 

haven’t got where I am today by being good! 

 

Bear/Theodore:  Where has being evil got you? 

 

Norma:  I’ve got within touching distance of all the thrones, in spitting distance; no that’s 

not a nice expression!; within a wide radius, that’s better. And when I’m sat on 

them… (interrupted) 

 

Prince Will:   (Corrects her) When we’re sat on them dear. 

 

Norma:  (Sighs) When we’re sat on them dear… When we’re sat on them, I shall continue 

expanding outwards! 

 



 

Claude:   I’m special too! I can do magic! 

 

Clothilde:   So am I! I can do better magic! 

 

Norma:   (Curiously) Can you? What sort of magic? 

 

Claude:   (Casts arm carelessly around room) I can undo the spells. 

 

Clothilde:   (Casts arm more dramatically) So can I, so there! 

 

Norma:  (Slightly nervous laugh) Don’t be silly dears! And even if you could, you 

wouldn’t, because it wouldn’t do you any good! It wouldn’t be in your best 

interests. 

 

Bear/Pipkin:  (Entreating) Sometimes people do what isn’t in their best interests, for the sake 

of other people’s best interests. That’s what being good is.  

 

Bear/Florella:   (Positively) And in doing good, it makes you feel really good!  

 

Norma:  Oh, pass me the sick bowl! In a minute Claude and Clothilde, would you like to 

see my very best ever trick? 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Please say no! Imagine you’re me, stuck here, unable to move, frightened, 

needing the loo! Imagine that you’re King Harold over there, trapped in the body 

of a parrot.  
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(SFX. Parrot: Swab the decks!) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  Thank you, King Harold! Or imagine you’re young Prince Leonard in the other 

cage, his parents pining away. 

 

(SFX. Monkey jabbering.) 

 

Goldilocks:  (Implores)Turn to the light Claude and Clothilde! We’ve all got bad and good in 

us, and you’ve got extra special powers to use for good or evil! Your mother and 

father are the dark past. You’re the future!  

 

Norma:   Has anyone got a headache tablet? 

 

Claude:   OK, we’ll do it.  

 

Clothilde:   Yes, OK.  

 

Norma:  (Cross now with Claude & Clothilde) Go to your beds this minute! I’ve had 

quite enough of this nonsense. If you don’t behave, I shan’t let you pull the pluck 

the peasants nose hairs out tomorrow!  

 

(Claude looks at Clothilde. Clothilde nods to Claude. Old Scarface bursts in 

growling fiercely.) 

 

Bear/Freddie:   It’s Old Scarface! He’s followed us here! 

 

Claude & Clothilde:  (Together they gesture around room, and say very dramatically) Reversium, 

adversarium, repudium! 
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(If your venue has a dry ice machine or similar, use it to obscure stage whilst 

transformations take place. If no machine, the bears, including Old 

Scarface, could begin to get very itchy, scratching themselves, and then 

gradually shedding their bear costumes to reveal their true selves beneath. 

Boy Wednesday would unloosen himself gradually. King Harold and Prince 

Leonard would enter as themselves. Bears all look down at themselves, 

inspect their arms, their hands, their legs; look around in delight at each 

other. Boy Wednesday wiggles one foot then the other, moves one leg then 

another, lowers arms with a sigh of relief. King Harold enters.) 

 

King Harold:  (Shakes hands with Claude and Clothilde) How can I ever thank you enough? 

I award you both the Golden Star of Haroldania badge for Bravery. (Pins badges 

on Claude & Clothilde) 

 

Clothilde:   I like badges. 

 

   (Prince Leonard enters) 

 

Prince Leonard:  And I am grateful beyond measure. I award you both the Diamond Stripe of 

Courage of Leonardia. (Pins badges on Claude & Clothilde) 

 

Claude:   Another badge, great! 

 

(Princess Goldilocks, Princess Pipkin, Princess Florella, Prince Freddie, 

Prince Theodore, Boy Wednesday, Old Scarface all clap. Princesses 

Goldilocks, Pipkin, Florella hug Claude & Clothilde)  
 

Goldilocks:  Oh, thank you, thank you! 

 

Pipkin:   Thank you 

 

Florella:  Thank you 

 

Old Scarface:  (He has long scar on his human face; shakes Claude & Clothilde’s hands 
vigorously) I thank you humbly. I am just a simple woodsman, turned into a bear 

when I stumbled across the princes being turned into bears. Your mother sold to 

me to a travelling circus who treated me cruelly, and as a bear I hated humans. I 

escaped and went back to live in the forest. 

 

Norma:  (Accusingly to Claude & Clothilde) All my efforts gone up in smoke! How 

does that make you feel? 

 

(Claude & Clothilde stand and think, then very energetically sing a couple of 

verses of ‘I Feel Good’ by James Brown)  

 

(SONG 14. I feel good by James Brown) 

 

Norma:  I’m going to have a little lie down. I hope this bad dream is gone when I wake 

up. 

 

Prince Will:   Game of cards anyone? 

 

   (Messenger enters) 

 

Messenger:   Telegram for Princess Norma. (Hands over telegram, exits) 

 



 

Norma:  (Reads telegram silently, then says regally to Prince Will, Claude & 
Clothilde) We have inherited a kingdom from my great, third removed, fifth 

cousin, Peregrine. Come, I need to polish my crown. We will leave immediately 

for Chillsea, which I will rename Norma-ndy. I expect there is a grand reception 

awaiting us. (To audience) You see, I’m the witch who wins! 

 

Claude:   I’m going to give my shoes a bull shine. 

 

Clothilde:   Me too! 

 

Norma:  Do not! The commoners will clean your boots when we arrive! We will start as 

we mean to go on!  

 

(Norma exits) 
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Claude & Clothilde:  Oh, but mum! 

 

Prince Will:   (Shrugs. To assembly) Well, duty calls.  

 

(Will exits) 

 

Goldilocks:  (To Claude & Clothilde) I’m sorry you can’t come to my birthday party 

tomorrow. (Gives them a hug) Keep up the good work! 

 

(Claude fishes in pocket and takes out blue marble. Looks long at it, then 

hands it to Princess Goldilocks) 

 

Claude:   Give this to Prince Rodney. He did win it. Goodbye. 

 

Prince Theodore:  Wrap up warm! Goodbye. 

 

(Claude & Clothilde exit) 

 

Princess Florella:  (To Prince Theodore) Why did you say wrap up warm? 

 

Prince Theodore:  Because the island of Chillsea is in the Arctic Circle!  

 

Princess Pipkin:  Are there inhabitants? 

 

Prince Freddie:  A few; Arctic tern, wolverines and polar bears. 

 

Goldilocks:   Oh dear!  

 

Old Scarface: Excuse me Your Highnesses, but I must get back to my wife. She’s been working 

alone as a woods-woman since I was changed. She’ll be happy to have me back. 

 

Goldilocks:   Please both come to my birthday tomorrow won’t you, and help us to celebrate? 

 

Old Scarface:  Thank you. I’m sure the missus would like that. Goodbye. 

 

Goldilocks:  (To King Harold and Prince Leonard) You’ll both come to my birthday party 

tomorrow won’t you, with your families? 

 

King Harold:   If I may borrow your mobile phone, I’ll give them a ring.  
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Prince Leonard:  (To King Harold) After you.  

 

(Palace Guard burst in, stop, amazed) 

 

Major Brown:   (Looks around) Well, bless my soul!! 

 

   (Lights off. Tabs close.) 

  



 

Scene 8- Front of tabs 

 

   (Lights up. Boy Wednesday enters.) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (walking very stiffly; to audience) Oooh I can hardly move, I’m so stiff with 

standing in the same position. Whenever I see a statue now, I’ll sympathize with 

it! At least I’m not covered in moss and pigeon poo! I wasn’t much of a 

bodyguard to Princess Goldilocks was I?; but all’s well that ends well. The four 

bears, plus a bear they didn’t know was a person, plus a parrot and a monkey, 

were changed back to themselves. I’m still in love with Princess Goldilocks, but I 

know she’s not in love with me. Prince Freddie is the one who makes her feel on 

top of the world; like the sun’s shining when it’s raining; like she’s sucking 

sherbet up through a straw in a sherbet dip. But I’ve made a friend for life in Dog 

Friday, (produces toy dog from inside coat, or a real dog if a trained one is 

available!) He’s stuccoed to me through thin and thin, and our friendship has 

been firmly cemented. I’ve adopted him, and I’ve promised him, I’ll never ever 

offer him a dried rat’s ear for dinner.  

 

(SFX. Dog bark.) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Pretends to listen to dog, then grimaces.) You don’t!! Well just on your 

birthday then! There’s no accounting for taste! And any time you’re in trouble; 

just bark out my name.  

 

(Sings ‘You’ve Got a Friend’ by Carole King. Sing ‘You Just Bark out My 

Name, instead of ‘You Just Call out My Name’. Or other apt song. If 

possible, work out a simple dance routine with toy dog, or real dog.) 

 

(SONG 15. You’ve Got a Friend) 

 

Boy Wednesday: (To toy dog) Come on, we’ve got to get spruced up for Princess Goldilocks’ 

birthday party!  

 

(SFX. Dog bark.) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  What do you mean you don’t want a bath? (Either pretends toy dog is 

wriggling out of his arms, or real dog runs off) Come here!  

 

(Boy Wednesday runs stiffly after dog or carrying toy dog. Exits. Lights off.) 

 

  



 

Scene 10 - Encampment by Terrible Forest of Doom 

 

(Tabs open. Lights up. Table is laid with food props. Egon enters.) 

 

Egon:  (To audience) At last it is calm; at last conditions are favourable to showcase my 

wonderful talents. (Gestures to food) There are no bears, there are no monsters, 

there are no stupid apprentices. It is like the Bake-Off Tent before anyone 

arrives. (Lost in admiration) Well Egon, you have surpassed yourself. I give 

myself a pat on the back (pats his own back)  

 

Guard Smith:  Hello Monsieur Croissant. I’ve been sent to guard the table while you have a 

little rest before the guests arrive.  

 

Egon:  I could do with curling my moustaches. But do not let anyone touch the table! 

There will be an announcement, when everyone has arrived, that my food may be 

approached. Before you eat with your mouth, you eat with your eyes. You 

admire the harmony, the symphony, the symmetry, the synchronisation. 

Photographs will be taken for posterity. I will pose beside my wonderful 

creations. 

 

Guard Smith:   They’re certainly worthy of admiration Monsieur Croissant. 

 

Egon:    (Boastfully) Oui, oui, I know, I know. This is what I do!  

 

(Egon exits. Prince Rodney the Ridiculous & Princess Pipkin enter holding 

hands) 

 

Princess Pipkin:  We’re the first. (Waves to Guard Smith) Hello Smithy. I hope you’re quite 

recovered? 

 

Guard Smith:   I’m doing very nicely thank you Princess Pipkin. 

 

Rodney:   Oh, look at the table Pippy, I can call you Pippy can’t I?  

 

Princess Pipkin:  You can call me Spotty if you like, and I’ll still love you. 

 

(Princess Pipkin & Rodney near the table) 

 

Rodney:   Hello there, Smithy; no password for the table eh? 

 

Guard Smith:  (Laughs) No password for the table. They’ve given me this job to do, as I’m still 

out of favour with Sergeant Major Brown. He said I’ve shouldn’t have put down 

my rifle, to hold your horse. 

 

Rodney:  Old Frankel? Ah but if you hadn’t held him, we should have missed our 

adventures together Spotty. 

 

Princess Pipkin:  I thought I was Spotty darling? 

 

Rodney:   (Looks lovingly) No, not a hint of one darling. 

 

(Princess Pipkin giggles gazing at him) 

 

Guard Smith:  (To audience. Awkward) I feel a bit of a spare part here, I’ll just turn away for a 

bit. (Turns away from table) 

 



 

(Prince Rodney the Ridiculous & Princess Pipkin happily pile their plates 

with food, and leave table for another area, to eat and canoodle. Guard 

Smith turns back again to table; looks at table; scratches head. Princess 

Florella & Prince Theodore enter holding hands. Approach table) 

 

Princess Florella:  Hello Smithy, thank you for helping to rescue us. I really can’t thank you 

enough. (To Prince Theobald) Oh look at Monsieur Croissant’s wonderful food 

Teddy dear. I can call you Teddy, can’t I? 

 

Prince Theodore:  Of course, you can poppet. Teddy is short for Theodore after all!  

 

(Sings and enacts Let me Be Your Teddy Bear by Kal Mann & Bernie Lowe. 

(Elvis Presley)) 

 

(SONG 16. Let me Be Your Teddy Bear) 
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Princess Florella:  (When song finishes) I’d love you to be my Teddy bear! (Gives him a hug) 

 

Guard Smith:  (To audience. Embarrassed) I feel like a right gooseberry standing here. I’ll 

just stand aside for a bit. (Turns away from table)  

 

(Prince Theodore & Princess Florella happily pile their plates with food, and 

go to stand in another area to eat. Princess Goldilocks & Prince Freddie 

enter holding hands. Approach table)  

 

Goldilocks:  Hello Smithy. I’m so glad you’ve recovered from your awful ordeal. When 

mummy and daddy come back, everything will be quite normal again. Isn’t it 

wonderful that we’ve got Princess Pipkin and Princess Florella back with us? I 

always knew they were alive! (Turns to Prince Freddie romantically) And I 

found something else wonderful, that I thought I’d lost forever.  

 

(Sings to Prince. Freddie sings When you Wish Upon a Star by Leigh Harline 

& Ned Washington, or apt alternative. Prince Freddie joins in song) 

 

(SONG 17. When you wish upon a star by Leigh Harline & Ned Washington) 

 

Guard Smith: (To audience, not sure where to put himself) I feel like a proper wallflower, 

I’ll just turn to the wall for a while. (Moves a little away from table)  

 

(Princess Goldilocks & Prince Freddie happily fill up their plates; go and 

stand in a different area to eat) 

 

Guard Smith:  (Turns back to table, stares at table, and then at couples eating) Oh blimey, 

I’m going to be for it from Monsieur Croissant! I’ll just tidy the table up so it 

doesn’t look like it’s been touched. (Tidies table up a bit) Oh dear, there’s 

crumbs, and a bit of a jam stain. I’ll get a dishcloth.  

 

(Smith exits. Boy Wednesday enters.) 

 

Boy Wednesday:  (Looks round at absorbed couples; to audience) I’m early. (Gets toy dog 

from pocket) Dog Friday was so excited when I told him about Monsieur 

Croissant’s marvellous buffet! I expect we can start. (Gets plate and loads up 
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food) You fancy one of those sausage rolls do you Dog Friday; what! You can 

manage six? Why not, we haven’t eaten for a while, and it is a party! (Goes to 

stand stage right to, eat and chat to Dog Friday)  

 

Guard Smith:  (Enters with dishcloth, stares at table and at eating couples) Oh crikey, the 

food’s gone down something alarming. I’ll just spread it around to look like 

there’s not so much missing. (Spreads it out a bit and rubs table with cloth)  

 

(Old Scarface & Mrs Scarface enter)  

 

Old Scarface:  We’re early dear, but it doesn’t matter. Doesn’t the food look good? When I was 

a bear I ate very badly, especially when I was with the circus.  

 

(Old Scarface & Mrs Scarface approach table) 

 

Old Scarface:  (To Guard Smith) Hello. I’m grateful that you let me through to the castle. I 

might not have been changed back if I hadn’t been there just at the right time.  

 

Guard Smith:  Well I must say Prince Rodney and I didn’t have much choice! But I’m glad we 

did! 

 

Old Scarface: (Turns to wife) I’ve missed you so much dear. When I was in the forest, I kept 

watch on you from afar, but I could never reveal myself, or you would have been 

frightened. 

 

Mrs Scarface:   I always felt that there was someone watching over me and keeping me safe.  

 

Guard Smith:  (To self) Don’t sing! Please don’t sing! What do you think this is, a pantomime? 

Oh no, here we go again! (Stands aside and pretends to busy himself) 

 

(Mrs Scarface turns to Old Scarface, strokes his scarred face, and sings 

Someone to watch over me by George & Ira Gershwin, or apt alternative) 

 

(SONG 17. Someone to watch over me) 

 

(Old Scarface & Mrs Scarface happily load plates with food, and stand away 

from table to eat. Guard Smith turns back; looks at table and madly re-

arranges contents, dropping things in the process. King Harold & Prince 

Leonard enter and approach table)  

 

King Harold:  (To Guard Smith) This looks extremely delightful. As a parrot I was only given 

birdseed, and very old dusty birdseed at that. What a treat to have a slice of apple 

for a change. (Takes a slice of apple and pecks) Oh dear, I must get out of this 

habit of pecking everything. 

 

(Guard Smith still trying to tidy table) 
 

Prince Leonard:  When I was a monkey I looked forward to a banana, but they only gave me very 

old ones that were all squashy. These look delicious. (Takes one, peels it, makes 

monkey noise, and eats banana) Yes, I too must re-arrange my habits to those 

of humans again.  

 

Guard Smith:  (Looks at the pair eating, opens mouth and then closes it in defeat; says to 

self) At least they’re not going to sing! 

 

Prince Leonard:  When I was a monkey, all I thought about was being a man. You don’t mind if I 

let it all out do you?  



 

 

King Harold:   Please do. It’s cheaper than therapy.  

 

Guard Smith:   Oh no; here we go! I’ll turn away, it must be embarrassing for the poor chap! 

 

(Prince Leonard sings and enacts to King Harold I Wan'na Be Like You by 

Robert & Richard Sherman from The Jungle Book) 

 

(SONG 18. I Wan'na Be Like You by Robert & Richard Sherman) 

 

Prince Leonard:  That’s a bit better! 

 

(King Harold & Prince Leonard take plates, pile up food, and go to stand 

together to chat. Crowd enter; they see others eating and descend upon food 

table, piling plates. Guard Smith turns around and looks on despairingly) 

 

Egon:  (Enters, stands stunned, tears hair. Throws chef’s hat on floor. To Guard 

Smith) The food has not been announced! It is not time! It has not been courted, 

romanced…  

 

Goldilocks:  (Approaches table. Interrupting.) Oh, Monsieur Croissant. What a magnificent 

spread! I’m so happy to see everyone eating and enjoying themselves. You have 

surpassed yourself!  

 

Egon:    (Gives a Gallic shrug) You like it? It was nothing! 
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Goldilocks:  Oh, we must take a photograph of it, with everyone, to show mummy and daddy 

when they come home. 

 

(Claude & Clothilde enter)  

 

Princess Pipkin:  Claude! Clothilde! We thought you’d left for Chillsea today? 

 

Claude:   Mother Googled where Chillsea is. She’s in a very bad mood! 

 

Clothilde:   She’s ordered fur knickers and vests for us all online. They’ll arrive tomorrow. 

 

Princess Florella:  I’m very pleased you could come to the party. 

 

(Palace Guard enter)  

 

Goldilocks:  Everyone please gather round for the photograph. I only wish mummy and daddy 

were here to share it with us, especially after all our adventures. 

 

(King Bob & Queen Pat enter)  

 

Queen Pat:  We couldn’t miss your 17
th
 birthday party! And besides we were worried. We 

received the strangest letter, that we couldn’t believe came from you. 

 

King Bob:  (Sees Princess Florella and Princess Pipkin) Look! Pat! There are our dear 

daughters! 

 

Queen Pat:   (Gasps) Oh, come here Pip and Florrie. Let me give you a great big bear hug!  
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(Queen Pat & King Bob, Princess Florella & Princess Pipkin go into group 

hug) 

 

Queen Pat:   (To Princess Pipkin & Princess Florella) But, but, what, where, how? 

 

Princess Florella:  We’ll explain everything later. It’s a long, long story. And look who’s here as 

well (Gestures to Prince Freddie, Prince Theobald and Prince Rodney) 

 

(Prince Freddie, Prince Theobald and Prince Rodney bow elegantly to 

Queen & King) 

 

Queen Pat:   I’m so happy, I could burst! 

 

King Bob:  I’m not going to retire by the way. Your mother and I decided that all we really 

needed was a holiday! We’re full restored now. And you’re much too young to 

marry. Enjoy being young! 

 

Goldilocks:   (Looks at Prince Freddie) We will. Come on into the photo everyone.  

 

(Everyone arrange themselves for a photo, Egon Croissant prominent. A 

flash from a camera)  

 

Prince Freddie:  Can we all sing Happy Birthday to Princess Goldilocks. 

 

(Everyone including audience sing Happy Birthday) 

 

Prince Rodney:  Does anyone in the audience have a birthday today, or last week or next week? 

Wonderful! Let’s sing it again!  

 

(Everyone including audience sing Happy Birthday. Tabs close. Tabs open. 

Cast all come forward, take a bow, and then whole assembly sings directors 

choice of song. Tabs close. Lights off.) 

 

THE END 


